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ABSTRA.CT
Atmospheric models used to describe horizontal diffusion
in the surface layer depend upon a detailed characterization
of the mean flow and standard deviation of wind direction
fluctuations (ae) . Meteorological data were collected from
12 towers located across the coastal complex terrain of
Vandenberg AFB , CA. from August 19 83 to July 19 84 in order to
analyze these mean and turbulence parameters as a function of
stability, time averaging, wind direction, wind speed,
elevation and terrain.
Three stability cases were chosen from Richardson Number
criteria and found representative of specific flow regimes.
a0 was a function of stability with the largest values asso-
ciated with the unstable (sea breeze) case and lower values
with the stable (land breeze/drainage flow) and neutral (post-
frontal) cases. All three stability cases showed varying
degrees of ae dependence on time averaging, wind direction,
wind speed, elevation, and terrain with greater time averag-
ing dependence found in the unstable case, greater wind
direction and terrain dependence noted in the stable case,
and greater lower level height dependence found in both the
stable and unstable cases. In contrast to most findings over
homogeneous terrain, a 9 dependence on wind speed was found
in all three stability cases with this dependence most
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I. INTRODUCTION
Air pollution meteorology over complex terrain has become
one of the leading problems of our day. One of the most
important but least understood areas of research for
characterizing plume movement and pollutant concentration
variations with time is the characterization of turbulence.
Since turbulence drives diffusion, understanding turbulence
is a necessity in diffusion modeling.
The purpose of the work reported here is to character-
ize both mean flow and turbulence over complex terrain.
The area chosen for this study was Vandenberg Air Force Base
(VBG) , California, an area containing both complex and coastal
terrain. From August 19 83 to July 19 84, meteorological
data were collected from sensors located on towers through-
out the Vandenberg terrain. Current and future analyses of
these data will support diffusion modeling programs which
have been developed by both the military and civilian organi-
zations . Current users of these data are the Air Force
Space Division for Space Shuttle impact modeling, the Army
Atmospheric Science Lab for validation of 3-dimensional flow
models, and the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) for inves-
tigating coastal meteorology and parameterizing a complex
terrain puff model
.
The meteorological data examined in the work reported
here were obtained from a total of 30 sensor arrays located
16
on 12 towers throughout the Vandenberg terrain. The data
include wind speed, wind direction, air temperature, dew-
point temperature, barometric pressure, visibility, and
long and short-wave radiation. Means of these quantities
and the standard deviation of wind direction fluctuation
parameters (06) were processed and recorded. Schacher and
Stanton [Ref. 1] provide a complete description of the data
acquisition, processing, and storage.
As a6 values are related to turbulence intensity, this
parameter has been examined as a function of stability, time
averaging, wind speed, wind direction, elevation and terrain.
Richardson Number stability criteria were used to specify
cases of near-homogeneous stability conditions for all sen-
sors. For given stability calssifications , this study
investigated the importance of the other meteorological
parameters in describing turbulence over the Vandenberg
terrain.
Although the primary purpose of diffusion modeling for
Vandenberg is to assess the impact of the Space Shuttle
exhaust, the Vandenberg terrain is varied enough and suffi-
cient atmospheric conditions were encountered over the
one year period that the data should prove useful for
general model development.
The following chapters detail the strategy involved in
characterizing oQ over a coastal complex terrain area.
Following a discussion of prior work in this field of research
17
and theoretical considerations, specifics involving terrain
features and sensor locations are presented along with
information concerning Vandenberg seasonal climatology and
the synoptic forcing patterns which influenced the area
during the period of analysis. After a review of data
acquisition, processing, and analysis procedures, the a0
measurements and relationships are presented and analyzed in




The following two sections highlight the importance of
investigating a0 as a function of stability, averaging time,
wind direction, and wind speed and describe some of the
difficulties involved with maintaining both statistical
validity and obtaining .good spatial resolution in carrying
out such an investigation.
A. PRIOR WORK (TWO EXAMPLES)
Numerous studies of flow through complex terrain have
been performed. One of the more noteworthy measurement
programs was carried out during July 16-28, 1979 in the
Anderson Creek basin in the Geysers geothermal area in Cali-
fornia. That study was part of the Atmospheric Studies in
Complex Terrain (ASCOT) program and involved measurements of
drainage winds in complex terrain. While the results of
that experiment, Hanna [Ref. 2], proved useful in analyzing
nocturnal drainage flows , the period of measurement was not
extensive enough to assess the impact of a wide variety of
environmental conditions.
A second study involved the collection of temperature
and wind data from a single tower located at Motunui, New
Zealand between October 19 81 and January 19 83. Recent
analyses of these data by Wratt and Homes [Ref. 3] describe
how wind direction and wind speed fluctuations depend on
19
height. The height dependence was found to be dependent
on both stability and wind direction.
While the Anderson Creek experiment involved extensive
instrumentation and short time periods, the New Zealand
experiment utilized a single tower and long time periods.
The work reported here attempted to achieve both statistical
validity and good spatial resolution for a wide range of
conditions.
B. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Atmospheric turbulence consists of random fluctuations
of the three-dimensional wind vector, which act to dilute
an effluent injected into the atmosphere. The time-averaged
value of a given wind statistic is given by
1 ^
W = i / W dx (1)
where W represents either wind speed, wind direction, or a
value of any one of the components, and T is the sampling
time. The intensity of turbulence along and perpendicular to
the mean direction is defined by
~2 1/2
X ^2^ U ^ '
2 1/2
i = (—) = ^ (3)
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where a is the standard deviation of the velocity distribu-
tion, U is the mean horizontal velocity component and u and
V are the fluctuations about the mean. The standard devia-
tion of the azimuthal wind direction angle (a 9) is related
to the intensity of turbulence in the crosswind direction
(i ) since
y
tan 8' = v/(U+u) = 9' (Radians) (4)
''
= (^^) = (4(1 ^ ^)"') (s:
(U+u)^ U^ ^







6 = -^ a9 = ^ (6)
The application of a sampling and averaging process to
a time series of wind data constitutes a filter, or window,
through which only a portion of the total energy in the
spectrum of wind fluctuations can be observed. Atmospheric
diffusion is related not only to the value of the standard
deviation, or variance, of wind direction but also to the
frequency distribution of the turbulence. Smaller scale
turbulence is evident at the higher frequencies and larger
scale turbulence is found in the lower frequencies.
Relationships also exist between oQ values and wind speed
classes. For a given stability condition, values of cQ for
21
sampling times greater than a minute or so will always be
greater when the wind is light than when it is strong. The
low-level wind direction meandering decreases in amplitude
very rapidly with height under stable conditions. Although
large surface values of oQ for unstable conditions do not
decrease very rapidly with height, the greatest lateral
fluctuations during a very unstable thermal structure do
occur with very light winds, as in the stable case.
When the value of 06 for a given sampling time, T-.
,
is known, the value of a 6 may be estimated for a different
sampling time by the following empirical power law relationship
ae(T) = (=?^)''ae(T ) (7)
^
Although the value of x varies with stability, wind speed,
and height above the surface, a value of 0.2 is often used
as a working approximation.
Since the standard deviation of the crosswind component
distribution (av) is related to oQ through the relationship
av = (a6) (U) , Slade [Ref . 4] has found the following state-
ments concerning av dependence on wind speed, stability,
and height to be true over homogeneous terrain:
1. At a given height, during neutral conditions, av is
proportional to wind speed.
2. For a given wind speed and height, av is greater
during unstable than during stable conditions.
3. For a given stability condition and at a given
height, av increases with wind speed and surface
roughness, most markedly during stable conditions.
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4. The value of av changes rather little with height
during any stability condition. During stable
conditions, oQ decreases with height whereas the wind
speed increases comparatively rapidly over the same
height interval. During unstable conditions, the
decrease of oQ with height is slow and the increase
in wind speed is also slow.
Finally, Wratt et al [Ref. 5] found the irregularity of
upwind terrain important in the study of horizontal disper-
sion. Studies by Panofsky [Ref. 6] have shown the sensitivity
of oQ to mesoscale terrain properties. An enhancement of
ae was found in slightly rolling terrain (versus homogeneous
terrain) due to the presence of persistent low frequency
horizontal eddies set up by the hills. Complex terrain dic-
tates the use of direct oQ measurements in the characteriza-
tion of turbulence and subsequent diffusion modeling.
23
III. VANDENBERG SITES AND SENSORS
The following information is a summary of site and
sensor characteristics for towers located on Vandenberg AFB
and is included here for completeness. The reader is
referred to Schacher and Stanton [Ref. 1] for more detailed
information.
A. SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS
The meteorological sensors from which the data in this
report are obtained are attached to a network of towers on
Vandenberg AFB which is part of the Weather Information Net-
work and Display (WIND) system. Dwyer and Tucker [Ref. 7]
describe the operation of this system as it applies to the
Eastern Test Range, Cape Kennedy, Florida. These systems
were installed to provide diffusion climatology in dealing
with potential toxic hazards arising from launch operations
of missiles and other space vehicles with toxic propellants.
The area containing the Vandenberg towers is approxi-
mately 10 by 20 miles. The tower heights range from 12 to
300 feet and multiple sensors are located on towers greater
than 12 feet in elevation. While wind speed and wind direc-
tion are measured on every tower, dew point temperature is
obtained from only two sites, one on North Vandenberg and
one on South Vandenberg, and barometric pressure, visibility,
rain rate, and long and short-wave radiation are measured
24
at only one tower on South Vandenberg. The characteristics
of these sensors are detailed in Table I.
Wind speed and wind direction are measured from sensors
located at tower elevations of 12, 54, 102, 204 and 300 feet.
Temperature sensors are also installed at these heights with
the lowest sensor located at 6 feet rather than 12 feet.
The remaining sensors which measure pressure, visibility,
radiation, and rain rate are all located at the 6 foot level
on the specified towers. Table II summarizes .the locations
of these sensors.
B. TERRAIN FEATURES
Vandenberg AFB is an ideal location for examining coastal
and complex terrain meteorology. The base is situated on
the central California coast and is comprised of various
types of terrain ranging in elevation from sea level to
greater than 2000 feet. The geographical location of Vanden-
berg and its general features are shown in Figure 1. Towers
which support the meteorological sensors are located through-
out the Vandenberg area in terrain types ranging from
river beds to canyons to mountain tops. These sites are shown
relative to terrain elevation contour maps of the area in
Figure 2
.
Sites 102, 200, 300 and 301 are within one mile of the
coastline with site 102, the northernmost of the coastal
towers, located just northwest of the air field in relatively
flat sand dunes. Sites 200, 300 and 301 are situated just
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Figure 1. Geographical Location of Vandenberg
AFB and General Features
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Figure 2. Vandenberg Topography and Meteorological
Tower Sites
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The sites located on the flattest terrain are 009, 052
and 102. Site 052 is situated near the air field and 009
on a river bed.
To the east of the three coastal sites located on South
Vandenberg are rising inland hills. Site 200 is near a
canyon which extends four miles into these hills.
In attempting to describe possible air flow obstruc-
tions in the vicinity of these towers, it is necessary to
further describe the local terrain and any man-made structures
which may alter the local air flow. The vegetation in the
Vandenberg area includes coastal sage scrub and grassland.
Although there are numerous trees in the general area, none
of them are located near enough to the sites to be a signifi-
cant factor in disrupting the local air flow.
Small electronics shelters which are five feet square
and eight feet high accompany each of these towers. These
structures, however, do not alter the predominant flow since
they are located 50 feet away from the base of the tower
downwind from the predominant direction.
In addition to these shelters, two gantrys are present
in the vicinity of tower site 300 . Both gantrys are approxi-
mately 300 feet in height with one located at 255 degrees
and 19 3 meters away from the tower and the other at 121
degrees and 34 6 meters away from the site. Major structures
are also located in the vicinity of sites 055 and 056.
Table III summarizes the sensor/site terrain features and
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TABLE III
Vandenberg Sensor and Site Locations
Sensor No. Site Level (Ft) Remarks
1 009 12 27' Flat & in River Plane
2 014 12 1446' Gentle Slopes
3 052 12 290' Flat & by Airfield
4 054 12 450' Canyon Nearby
5 101 12 1077' Top of Small Knoll
6 102
^
12 215' Flat & Most North
7 103 12 56' Coastal & Most South
8 200 12 310' Flat & Coastal
9 300 12 385' Flat & Coastal
10 301 12 381' Flat & Coastal
11 052 54 290' Flat & by Airfield
12 054 54- 450' Canyon Nearby
13 055 40 1530' Top of Mountain
14 056 40 2136' Top of Mountain
15 101 54 1077' Top of Small Knoll
16 102 54 215' Flat & Most North
17 103 54 56' Coastal & Most South
18 200 54 310 ' Flat & Coastal
19 300 54 385' Flat & Coastal
20 301 54 381' Flat & Coastal
21 102 102 215' Flat & Most North
22 200 102 310' Flat & Coastal
23 300 102 385' Flat & Coastal
24 299 108 385' Flat & Coastal
25 301 102 381' Flat & Coastal
26 200 204 310' Flat & Coastal
27 300 204 385' Flat & Coastal
28 301 204 381' Flat & Coastal
29 300 300 385' Flat & Coastal
































Shielded by Pt . ARguello (Southernmost]
Sensor 24 (Site 299) is 108 ft. level
at Site 300
Site 301: Space Shuttle Complex
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Table IV details the natural and man-made wind flow obstacles













flat river flood plane
plowed field with grass at tower base,
treelme 100 yds to N
electronic shelter to SW, 30 ft high
building 100 yds SE
144 6 feet
gentle slopes to all sides, 20 ft to
canyon S of tower, ridge 1-2 mi W
low grass and rock
10 foot shed 30 ft NE
052 Elevation:
Terrain:














2 low huts 300 yds SW, shelter E of tower
450 ft
well-exposed with a aradual slope toward
the W, canyon to immediate S and W
W dropping off quickly, slight slope to N
grass and shrub
launch pads NW and SE of tower 150 ft
apart, shelter located ESE of tower
1530 ft
located on top of mountain r>eak, sharp
drop-off 20 ft W, otherwise flat on top
concrete and dirt at site itself,
otherwise surrounded by chapparal
2-5 ft in height
40 ft telephone pole immediately S,
60 ft radome 70 ft E of tower







located on top of mountain peak with sharp
drop-off 10 ft around permiter of site
concrete and asphalt on pad, surrounded
by chapparal shrubbery on sloping hillsides
obstructive 25 feet high buildings 30
ft to SW and NNv; of tower, radar
dish above SW building
high winds indicative of this site,
temperature sensor at 6-foot level has
possible heating influence from asphalt,






C omine n t
:
102 Elevation:




















tower on top of small knoll with aradual
slope to W and N, 12 ft hill 50 ft SE,
deep canyon 300 ft S, small canyon tc
immediate N ;
buildings on adjacent hill 1/4 mi NNW
at same height as tower base
lower wind vane doesn't appear to be
influenced by hill to SE
215 ft
flat with gradual slope to beach front
grass and sand, 10-foot hill 60 ft E
launch pad 300 yds S, shelter 30 ft SE,
two low buildings 400 yds to S
56 ft
in center of gentle NS slope, hills 1/4 mi N,
coastline 1/4 mi S with 106-ft drop-off
grassland 2 ft high
shelter to S, boat house approx
20 ft high located 200 ft ESE
not in operation at start of project
310 ft
immediate location flat, short period
rolling terrain to W, deep canyon to
immediate S banked by high hills
3-5 ft chaparral shrubs
20 foot building 200 ft NW
385 ft
relatively flat, slight grade to N
and E of tower, ending in gentle hills,
slightly rolling terrain toward the W
3 ft chaparral shrubs
tower located between two 300 ft gantries







fairly flat, sharply rising hills one-
half mi E
2-5 foot chaparral shrubs
four-story building 1/4 mi NW, major




Vandenberg AFB is located on the south-central California
coast and is dominated by a number of climatological factors.
Synoptically , there is a semi-permanent high pressure system
over the Pacific Ocean 'and off the southern California coast
which has varying degrees of influence over the strength and
direction of the atmospheric pressure gradient flow over the
project area. This variability is basically seasonal and
is a function of the northward and southward movement of
this high pressure system. From spring to fall, the Pacific
high is strong enough and close enough to the coast that the
Vandenberg local climatology is dominated by occurrences of
low temperature inversions and accompanying stratus and/or
fog.
The overall moderating influence of the ocean is also a
factor in understanding Vandenberg climatology. Although
the Pacific Ocean maintains a predominately marine atmospheric
boundary layer throughout this area, rapid changes in atmos-
pheric conditions can occur with increasing distance from
shore. This is due, in part, to the high hills located
along the Vandenberg coastline.
Another seasonal phenomenon which affects Vandenberg
climatology is the Santa Ana condition. This condition
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generally affects Southern California and results in high
temperatures, low humidity, and easterly high winds from
the interior deserts. Valleys and canyons may experience
extremely high winds under these conditions.
The general year-round climatology at Vandenberg is mild
with occasional maximum temperatures of 9 degrees F occurring
between August and October. During the winter months, the
m.inimum temperature generally does not drop below 40 degrees
F. Similarly, the summer minimum temperatures average above
50 degrees F.
Rainfall in the Vandenberg area generally occurs during
the winter months with an average of 12 inches expected
between November and April; In contrast, the summer months
from May to October average only one inch of rain.
As Vandenberg is a coastal site, differential heating
triggers a land-sea-breeze cycle over the area. The sea
breeze, which can reach speeds of 15-20 knots during the
afternoon hours, is often replaced by an offshore land breeze
in the evening. This cycle tends to be strengthened by the
evening downslope drainage flow, which is present in the
project area due to the hilly terrain.
When a strong atmospheric pressure gradient is present
over Vandenberg, the sea breeze cycle may be masked because
of its superposition on the gradient wind. Under these
conditions, the cycle causes variations in the speed of the
onshore flow. The presence of stratus in the area also alters
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the diurnal shifting of on and off-shore flow due to the
lack of differential heating. Stratus is often associated
with steady onshore flow for days at a time.
During the summer months, fog and stratus frequently move
inland over the Vandenberg area during the late afternoon
hours and remain until mid-morning when it is dissipated due
to heating. Such fog and stratus conditions are not likely
over this area during the winter months, since frequent
frontal passages with occasional strong and gusty winds cause
mixing of the atmosphere.
B. SEASONAL CLIMATOLOGY
In addition to noting some of the mesoscale meterologi-
cal conditions which affect the Vandenberg area, information
on seasonal climatology is also important in relating cer-
tain synoptic conditions to turbulence modeling.
During the summer months, the synoptic pattern over the
project area is controlled by the semi-permanent Pacific high
pressure system which is positioned just west of the central
California coast. Onshore flow over Vandenberg results from
clockwise flow around this high pressure system, enhanced
by the local sea breeze and from overland heating which
creates an inland heat trough. An inversion aloft is usually
present over the area due to strong subsidance. In addition
to the local land-sea-breeze circulation, the resulting
stratus regime is affected by mesoscale influences such as
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local topography, inversion height, and local sea surface
temperatures. Large scale synoptic changes are very weak
and infrequent during the middle of the stratus season and
are usually masked by larger diurnal fluctuations of cloud
cover, winds, and temperatures.
In the fall, the marine inversion over the coastal area
begins to dissipate as the Pacific subtropical high pressure
system off the central' California coast begins to recede
southward. This results in further southward penetration of
frontal systems into the Vandenberg area. In addition, Santa
Ana conditions occasionally affect the Vandenberg area during
the fall months. The Santa Anas rarely last more than a few
days and are characterized by dry desert winds which blow to
the coast. Although Santa Ana winds are usually accompanied
by excellent operational weather, visibilities may occasion-
ally be restricted by blowing dust and sand and turbulence
may become an operational hazard.
During the winter months, frequent frontal passages with
strong westerly winds characterize the synoptic pattern over
the area. Despite this storm pattern, the Pacific high
pressure system, along with its associated subsidence inver-
sion, can reform between frontal passages and the Santa Ana
effect can still be felt when the surface pressure in the
Great Basin is strong enough.
During the spring, the storm pattern moves north again
and the Pacific High, with its associated stratus regime,
once again regains control of the synoptic flow.
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A summary of synoptic forcing in terms of atmospheric
pressure gradient influences over the Vandenberg area during
the period August 1983-July 1984 is presented below. Along
with an analysis of pressure gradient direction and relative
strength, supporting information on local land-sea-breeze
circulation, Santa Ana conditions, and frontal activity is
derived from this summary and utilized in analysis of the
turbulence case studies presented in this report.





( ) Amount of Rainfall
in inches










No fronts (.02"); Flow direction N-NW; PG strength
WK-MDT; no significant PG AUG 15-19.
No fronts (.03"); Flow direction N-NW; PG strength
WK-MDT
.
1 Front (.24"); Flow direction N-NW (till Oct 19)
and NE-SE (till Nov 3) ; PG strength WK-MDT
(STR behind fronts) ; no significant PG Sep 30-
Oct 10; possible Santa Anas Oct 25-27.
7 Fronts (2.15"); Flow direction NE-SE (till Nov
3) and SW with postfrental NW (after Nov 3)
;
PG strength WK-MDT (STR behind fronts)
.
6 Fronts (2.83"); Flow direction VRB ; PG strength
WK-MDT (STR behind fronts)
.
2 Fronts (.03"); Flow direction VRB; PG strength
WK-MDT (STR behind fronts) ; no significant PG
Jan 14-20; possible Santa Anas Jan 1-5, 27-29.
5 Fronts (. 19") ; Flow direction VRB; PG strength
WK-MDT (STR behind fronts)
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MARCH: 6 Fronts (T) ; Flow direction VRB (till mid-
March) and NW-NE (after min-March) ; PG strength
MDT (STR behind fronts)
.
APRIL: 5 Fronts (.39"); Flow direction NW-NE; PG
strength MDT (STR behind fronts)
.
MAY: 5 Fronts (T) ; Flow direction NW-NE; PG strength
MDT (STR behind fronts)
JUNE: 1 Front (T) ; Flow direction N-NW; PG strength
MDT-STR; strong PG (NW) Jun 1-21.
JULY: No Fronts (-) ; Flow direction N-NW; PG strength
VRB; no significant PG Jul 15-19.
Total annual VBG frontal passages: 38
Total rainfall amount: 5.88" (approximate)
Most frontal passages : Nov-Dec
Heaviest rainfall: Dec
Basic pressure gradient flow: Jun-Mid Oct (N-NW)




Weakest pressure gradients: Aug 15-19; Sep 30-Oct 10;
Jan 14-20; Jul 15-19.
Strongest pressure gradients: Mar, Apr, May, Jun (1-21)
A detailed description of the daily pressure gradient
influences and synoptic features affecting the Vandenberg
area from 1 August 1983 to 22 July 1984 is presented in
Appendix A.
C. WIND CLIMATOLOGY
The importance of the mean wind flow over complex
terrain for turbulence characterization should not be
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underestimated. The transport of material in the atmosphere
is dependent on the mean wind and the rate of diffusion
during the cloud travel. In complex terrain, special atten-
tion must be paid to the mean transport aspects since the
wind flow may deviate substantially from a steady horizontal
direction.
A wind climatology is important in assessing seasonal
synoptic patterns and predominant air flow. Figure 3 illus-
trates the average wind trajectories expected along the
south-central California coast under general synoptic north-
westerly flow conditions. Note the 320-360 degree wind flow
along the southwestern corner of the Vandenberg area. Evi-
dence of this phenomenon presents itself in one of the case
studies examined later in this report.
The seasonal wind climatology for the Vandenberg area
is presented in Figure 4. These seasonal wind roses are
for a location near the Vandenberg air strip. The diagrams
show a predominantly north-northwesterly flow of air over
this area between the months of March and November. From
December to February, the wind direction shows an equally
high frequency of occurrence in both the northwesterly and
southeasterly directions. The high southeasterly wind direc-
tion frequencies are primarily due to the Santa Ana effect,
although these conditions are typically of short duration.
The average number of days per month experiencing Santa Ana
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Figure 3. South-Central California Coastal Wind
Trajectories under a Predominant
Northwesterly Flow Regime
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Figure 4. Vandenberg Monthly Wind Roses
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November and January to a minimum of zero between June and
August.
The spring and summer stratus season generally is
characterized by a diurnal oscillation of day time sea
breezes and weaker night time land breezes. Despite this
overland diurnal wind cycle, winds off the coast generally
maintain their direction out of the northwest.
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The following major components comprise the Vanden-
berg data acquisition system:
1. central computer 'which issues commands and interprets
data words
2. analog to digital converters at each site
3. transmit and receive modems at each site
4. hard-wire lines from each site to the central computer
5. transmit and receive modems at the central computer
Standard calibration values are established for the
measured meteorological parameters of wind speed, wind direc-
tion, temperature, temperature difference, dew point, visi-
bility, barometric pressure, and short wave radiation.
Calibrations of the total Vandenberg system are performed
periodically either by going to the individual sites and
manually setting a calibration value or by calling for a
predetermined value with the calibration command word.
2 NFS System
The NFS data acquisition system is a passive listener
to the Vandenberg system since it cannot be actively involved
in this process without upsetting the operation of the
Vandenberg system. The NFS system is comprised of the
following components:
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1. Hewlett Packard 9 826 computer
2. Innovative Data Technology 9 -track tape deck
3. Hewlett Packard 82901 dual floppy disc drive
4. Hewlett Packard 7281 thermal printer
5. NPS constructed data acquisition unit
6. 16-bit parallel interface
For this study, the output from the NPS system
included means and standard deviations for averaging periods
of 15 sec, 5 min, 15 min, and 1 hr. Not all of the averag-
ing periods contained the same data since there were two
methods of data processing and storage. All averages were
stored on 9-track tape and the 15 min data were also stored
on floppy disks. The purpose of storing the 15 min data
on these disks was for comparison checks with the Vandenberg
15 min printed output. Two full weeks of data at a time
were collected and stored on these tapes and disks. Provi-
sions were available for turning off the input from any
site if there was a malfunction of the Vandenberg system.
B. DATA PROCESSING
1 . Processing and Storage
The NPS system was time synchronized to the Vandenberg
clock so that both systems processed the same data. At the
end of each data acquisition cycle, all wind sensor data
was processed to produce the vector components of the wind
for each wind speed/wind direction pair. This information
was then added into the appropriate 15 sec storage arrays
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for later processing to produce that average. When a 15
sec average was produced, the non-wind data for the last
acquisition cycle was added into the long-term average
storage array. This resulted in the frequency of acquisition
of non-wind sensor data being a factor of 15 less than for
the wind data. This was inconsequential, however, in that
high frequency spectral information was only required for
the wind data.
Figure 5 details- the flow of data through the arrays,
from acquisition to final storage. The data processing pro-
duced means and standard deviations of the wind variables
and means for the non-wind sensors. Certain other parameters
were also stored to allow calculation of means and standard
deviations for time periods longer than 15 sec. The follow-
ing is a list of these stored parameters:
1. sum of x-component (Mean)
2. sum of y-component (Mean)
3. sum of x-squared (Mean)
4. sum of y-squared (Mean)
5. sum of xy
6
.
number of data points
7. sum of sensor data (non-wind sensors)
8. number of data points (non-wind sensors)
All processing and storage of wind data was done
utilizing vector components. The horizontal wind vector was


































































Figure 5. Flow of Data Through the Arrays from
Acquisition to Storage
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y-direction representing north. The primary advantage in
storing vector components is in the formation of parameter
averages over varying time periods. For monatomic variables,
such as temperature and speed, longer averages may easily
be formed from shorter averages as long as the number of
data points in each average is known. Vector averaging was
necessary, however, in forming longer averages for other
meteorological parameters such as wind direction.
2 . Quality Control
Obviously erroneous data were rejected at the time
of data acquisition. As these checks could not be applied
to all sensors due to processing time limitations, other
methods of quality control were applied to the data after
acquisition. These methods included a comparison of NPS
and Vandenberg 15 min averages and an analysis of all of
the averages stored on 9-track tape.
Comparison of the 15 min averages was accomplished
on-site to detect data acquisition problems as quickly as
possible. This method enabled problems with eith.er the NPS
or Vandenberg systems to be caught at an early stage and
corrected in a minimum period of time. Such erroneous data
was eliminated from the data set.
Quality control was also maintained through an
extensive analysis of the averages contained on the 9-track
tapes. Errors associated with the acquisition of individual
data points were smoothed over in the process of data
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averaging. The goal of the quality control program was to
eliminate those data whose characteristics deviated substan-
tially from the norm, while maintaining natural statistical
fluctuations in the data which were representative of atmos-
pheric processes.
Data was considered suspect when constant values
of meteorological parameters were evident beyond a certain
period of time and when the rate of change of such parameters
was too large. Schacher and Stanton [Ref. 8] detail the
maximum accepted changes from one averaging period to the
next for the wind and temperature sensors. The rate values
were set large due to the natural fluctuations occurring in




The work reported here examined some of the character-
istics of turbulence over the Vandenberg area through an
analysis of oQ values that were obtained from the various
sites located throughout the terrain. By concentrating on
periods of time when near-homogeneous stability conditions
were present for the Vandenberg area, oQ dependencies on
other meteorological and topographical parameters were more
clearly defined. Under given stabilities, oQ values were
plotted as functions of averaging time, wind speed and wind
direction, as well as location and height. The result of
developing schemes highlighting such dependencies was a
characterization of a0 for each sensor at each site within
the project area for given stabilities/flow regimes. Not
only were site specific dependencies of oQ on the above
parameters revealed, but inter-comparisons between sensor
and site 00 values under given stabilities resulted in
additional information regarding terrain influences. The
rest of this chapter highlights the binning and methodology
used in this study.
B. BINNING
Table V summarizes the data binning procedures utilized




Stability: Unstable, Neutral, Stable
Averaging Time: TAVG '1' = 15 s, TAVG '2' = 10 m, TAVG '3' = 2h
TAVG 1 = 15 s TAVG 5 = 5 m TAVG 9 = 1 h
TAVG 2 = 30 s TAVG 6 = 10 m TAVG 10 = 2 h
TAVG 3 = 1 m TAVG 7 = 15 m TAVG 11 = 4 h
TAVG 4 = 2 m TAVG 8 = 30 m






















NOTE: s = seconds
m = minutes
h = hours
On = 'Onshore' (200-360 degrees)
Off = 'Offshore' (040-160 degrees)
TAVG = Averaging time (s,m,h)
WS = Wind speed (ms"-*-)
WD = Wind direction (degrees)
ae = Standard deviation of horizontal wind direction
fluctuations (degrees)
Plotted numbers = Number of data points in given bin
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Richardson Number calculations, was classified as either
unstable, neutral, or stable. Averaging time was binned
either into 11 categories ranging from 15 sec to 5 hr, or
into categories of 15 sec, 10 min, and 2 hr, depending on
the implemented scheme. Wind speed was classified either
into bins of 0-4, 4-8, and 8+ ms , or into 10 bins of
2 ms width with the tenth bin containing all wind speeds
greater than or equal to 18 ms . Once again, the implemented
scheme dictated which wind speed binning procedure was used.
Finally, wind direction was divided either into 9 bins of
40 degree width each or into bins of onshore (200-360 degrees)
and offshore (040-160 degrees) flow contingent on the scheme
being examined. Elevation and terrain variability was
inherent with the location of the various sites and sensors.
C. METHODOLOGY
Each case study presented in this report is representa-
tive of a particular stability class and each study presents
the same sequence of schemes. Initially, the synoptic
situation and mean flow pattern over the Vandenberg area is
described for the given stability case. Next, the
dependency schemes are implemented as described below:
Scheme 1; ae vs TAVG
TAVG: Primary parameter (11 bins)
WD: Secondary (onshore, offshore)
WS: Secondary (0-4, 4-8, 8+ ms"-"-)
Power Law Study
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Height analysis (12,54,102, and 204 ft)
Site comparison (15 sec ^ 2 min)
Scheme 2: a6 vs WD
WD: Primary parameter (9 bins)
TAVG: Secondary (15 s, 10 m, 2 h)
WS: Secondary (0-4, 4-8, 8+ ms""'")
Height analysis (12,54,102, and 204 ft)
Site comparison (4 most populated WD bins)
Scheme 3: a9 vs WS
WS: Primary (10 bins)
TAVG: Secondary (15 s, 10 m, 2 h)
WD: Secondary (onshore, offshore)
Height analysis (12,54,102, and 204 ft)
Site comparison (4 most populated WS bins)
Finally, an interstability comparison is made of oQ
dependency on time averaging for all sensors and of a
6
dependency on time averaging for sensors at the 12, 54,
102, and 204 foot levels.
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VII. DEVELOPMENT OF CASE STUDIES
All of the case studies in the work presented here were
selected based on their homogeneous stability characteris-
tics as determined from Richardson Number calculations.
Wratt et al [Ref. 9] found that a stability classification
scheme based on Richardson Number measurements from towers
located in complex terrain led to a useful summary of
meteorological data. Teunissen [Ref. 10] has classified the
atmosphere according to the following Richardson Number
regimes
:
Bi < unstable air with convective turbulence in
addition to mechanical turbulence
Ri ~ air termed 'neutral' or 'near-netural ' with
purely mechanical turbulence
£ Ri <_ 0.25 stable air with mechanical turbulence
being damped by thermal stratification
Ri > ~ 0.25 very stable air in which no turbulence
can exist in the vertical direction
The gradient Richardson Number, Ri , is related to the
rate at which work must be done in the gravitational field
when moving fluid volumes in the vertical direction. It is
defined by:
gOe,/9Z)
Ri = J (8)
ej_ou/8z)
where 9, is potential temperature, U is the mean wind, and
Z is height. Hydrostatic stability principles relate 9 to
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the actual temperature T by:
where r is the dry adiabatic lapse rate ( r ::: 1 degree C/100
meters) . Thus, the gradient Richardson Number becomes:
/_2 1, U2 l-Cu^/u^) 2
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to different heights.
As the 12 and 54 foot level sensors were assumed to be
within the surface layer, the 12 foot level was adjusted to
the 54 foot level in the Richardson Number calculation (Rir))
such that:
l-(z,/z,) 2
where z, = 12 feet = 3.6 meters and z- = 54 feet = 16.5
meters. This yields:
^1
1 - (— ) = 0.778 (12)
^2




^ In (3.6/0.1) ^ ^ 7^.,^





^^O^H^^^ = Rio(6.8) (14
and
RIq = Ri/6.8 (15)
The adjusted stability classification became:
Stable: Ri >_ 0.0038
Neutral: -0.015 £ Ri < 0.0038
unstable: Ri^ <_ -0.015
Richardson Number calculations were examined at each
tower for the one year's collection of data. Careful analy-
sis of these data yielded specific periods of time when the
same stability condition was present throughout the project
area. Further investigation revealed that these stability
periods were related to specific wind flow regimes. It was
found that stable periods which occurred during the evening
hours correlated well with land breeze conditions and drainage
flow throughout the area. Likewise, the afternoon unstable
periods correlated well with onshore sea breeze conditions.
Strong wind conditions were found in conjunction with the





January 14, 1984 (1000-1700 Hrs)
February 6, 1984 (1000-1700 Hrs)
* February 7, 1984 (1000-1700 Hrs)
February 8, 1984 (1000-1700 Hrs)
March 19, 1984 (1000-1700 Hrs)
STABLE CASES
December 12, 1983 (0000-0600 Hrs)
December 29, 1983 (1800-0800 Hrs)
January 31, 1984 (1200-0800 Hrs)
* February 2, 1984 (0200-0800 Hrs)
February 2, 1984 (1800-0800 Hrs)
NEUTRAL CASES
December 12, 1983 (1000-1600 Hrs)
* March 17, 1984 (0900-1800 Hrs)
March 18, 1984 (0900-1800 Hrs)
*indicates case studies analyzed in this report
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stability cases which exhibited the greatest stability
homogeneity for a given period of time.
1. The unstable case study selected for this study was
February 1 , 1984 (1000-1700 hours) . The synoptic
situation showed high pressure over Idaho, low pres-
sure mover northwest Mexico, and no significant
forcing over the project area. Analysis of the data
showed a nearly constant onshore flow, indicative of
a sea breeze condition during this time period.
2. The stable case chosen for this study was February
2, 1984 (0200-0800 hours) . Synoptically , high
pressure was situated over Idaho with low pressure
over southern California. As with the unstable case,
no significant pressure - gradient forcing was in evi-
dence over this area during these hours. Data analysis
showed the predominant wind direction to be offshore,
due apparently to a combination of nocturnal land
breeze and drainage flow effects
.
3. For the neutral case, March 17, 1984 (0900-1800 hours)
was chosen. Synoptically driven strong winds from
the north-northwesterly direction were occurring over
the Vandenberg area during these hours, primarily due
to the passage of a cold frontal system through the
area earlier that day. Atmospheric pressure gradient
forcing appeared relatively strong with flow aloft




Summary details regarding Vandenberg sensor/site ele-
vations and locations and specific terrain characteristics
are included in Table III for easy reference in analyzing
the forthcoming a 9 data. Table V describes the data binning
involved with each of the stability case studies examined
and an analysis of both missing and 'bad' a0 data for the
sensors in each of the case studies is included in Table VII
B. UNSTABLE CASE STUDY (2/7/84, 1000-1700)
1 . Synoptic Situation/Mean Flow
The Vandenberg weather at this time was dominated by
a 1032 mb high pressure center located over southern Idaho.
Figure 6 shows very weak easterly pressure gradient forcing
over the central California coast with the 500 mb jet well
north of the area (over western Canada) . There was no
precipitation in the Vandenberg area.
Max Temp: 77 °F Min Temp: 49 °F
AVG VBG wind direction (all sensors): onshore (200-360°)
AVG VBG wind speed (all sensors) : 0-4 ms
Figure 7 illustrates the mean flow occurring at the
various sites and sensors in the Vandenberg area. Westerly
flow was predominant along the coast with more variable
onshore flow (240-320°) occurring with height at site 200
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TABLE VII
Analysis of Missing oQ Data
Unstable Case Study (2/7/84, 1000-1700)
00 values missing for sensors: 1,7,9,12,17,30
'bad' data for sensors: 6,14,21
Stable Case Study (2/2/84, 0200-0800)
oQ values missing for sensors: 1,7,9,17
'bad' data for snesors : 14,15,21,30
Neutral Case Study (3/17/84, 0900-1800)
00 values missing for sensors: 1,2,7,9,17












Figure 6. VBG Synoptic Situation (2/7/84—Unstable)
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and persistent northwesterly flow (320-360°) in evidence
at site 301. Southerly onshore flow was apparent at interior
sites 055 and 056 and west-southwesterly flow along the ridge
line was evident at site 101. Wind direction was generally
uniform with height at each site with the exception of site
200 and wind speed increased with sensor elevation at all
sites. Tables VIII and IX list the mean flow wind directions
and wind speeds according to site and sensor elevations,
respectively.
2 . oQ Dependence on Time Averaging
a. General Results
Table X summarizes a 6 dependence on time
averaging for time averages ranging from 15 sec to 5 min.
The 00 values at all sensors at all sites increased as time
averaging increased. This was as expected since increasing
the averaging time includes more of the fluctuation spectrum.
Table XI shows the average value of od for all sensors for
the designated averaging time. The standard deviation of the
spread in oQ values is also indicated.
b. Power Law Relationship
As described in an earlier chapter, Chapter II. B,
a commonly used expression for the ratio of standard devia-
tions of horizontal wind directions for different sampling




VBG Mean Flow—By Site (2/7/84 (1000-1700) —Unstable)
Site Level (Ft) Sensor No. Predominant Flow (WD/WS)
WS (ms""^)
009 12 1
014 12 2 200-240/2-4











































































































VBG Mean Flow—By Height (2/7/84 (1000-1700) —Unstable)
Level (Ft) Sensor No. Site Predominant Flow (WD/WS)
12 1 009
12 2 014 200-240/2-4
12 3 052 240-280/2-4
12 4 054 240-280/2-4
12 5 101 200-240/0-2
12 6 102 280-320/2-4
12 7 103
12 8 200 280-320/0-2
12 9 300
12 10 301 320-360/2-4
40 13 055 160-200/2-4
40 14 056
54 11 052 240-280/2-4
54 12 054
54 15 101 200-240/0-2
54 16 102 240-280/2-4
54 17 103
54 18 200 200-240/2-4
54 19 300 240-280/2-4
54 20 301 320-360/2-4
102 21 102
102 22 200 240-280/0-2
102 23 300 240-280/2-4
102 25 301 320-360/2-4
108 24 299 240-280/2-4
204 26 200 280-320/4-6
204 27 300 240-280/2-4
204 28 301 320-360/2-4
300 29 200 240-280/2-4
300 30 301




ae Dependence on Time Averaging (2/7/84 (1000-1700) — Unstable)
TIME AVERAGING
Sensor Site-Ht 15 sec 30 sec 1 min 2 min 5 min
3 052-12' 8.7 10.2 12.9 13.6 18.3
4 054-12' 9.7 10.7 11.9 12.8 14.0
5 101-12' 10.3 11.7 13.7 15.3 18.9
6 102-12' 8.7 13.4 19.8 21.7 30.6
7 200-12' 13.6 15.6 17.8 20.1 22.3
10 301-12' 19.6 22.2 24.8 34.0 34.3
13 055-40' 8; 5 8.9 14.8 19.4 15.9
11 052'54' 7.5 8.5 9.6 10.8 12.5
15 101-54' 8.1 9.3 10.7 11.8 14.7
16 102-54 • 12.9 13.7 14.4 15.2 15.5
18 200-54
'
11.5 13.3 15.3 16.7 18.7
19 300-54 7.9 9.0 10.1 11.3 13.2
20 301-54 • 9.0 10.8 12.6 14.2 16.6
22 200-102' 11.0 12.8 14.6 15.9 17.7
23 300-102' 8.7 10.0 11.1 12.2 13.4
25 301-102' 8.9 10.4 12.3 13.4 15.3
24 299-108' 8.8 10.6 12.0 13.3 14.8
26 200-204
'
8.5 10.0 11.4 12.7 14.5
27 300-204
•
8.6 10.2 11.6 12.6 13.7
28 301-204' 9.5 11.3 13.6 15.2 16.7
29 300-300' 8.0 9.4 10.7 12.0 13.7
Note: Most representative values listed above (ae in deg.
Wind direction onshore (200-360 degrees)
Wind speed 0-4 ms"^ except sensor 26 (4-8 ms~ )
TAVG = 15 sec: Mean ae (DEG) = 9.9 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 2.7
TAVG = 30 sec: Mean ae (DEG) =11.5 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 3.0
TAVG = 1 min: Mean ae (DEG) =13.6 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 3.5
TAVG = 2 min: Mean ae (DEG) = 15.4 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 5.0




00 vs TAVG (All Sensors) (2/7/84 (1000-1700) — Unstable)
TAVG ae (Deg) S_.D. (DEG)
15 s 9.9 2.7
30 s 11.5 3.0
1 m 13.6 3.5
2 m 15.4 5.0
5 m 17.4 5.4
where an empirical value for x obtained over homogeneous
terrain is 0.20.
In this case study, t was set to 5 minutes and
t, to 15 seconds. By calculating the average values of
aQ at 15 second and 5 minute time averaging, an observed
value of X was determined. Figure 8(a) shows the relationship
between the average observed power law value of x (x = 0.19)
and the empirical x value (x = 0.20). In general, most of
the sensors had x values between 0.16 and 0.21. Figure 8(b)
shows (oe (T)/a6 (15 s) ) vs TAVG along with the associated
mean values and standard deviations. Very little difference
exists between these two curves either at short time averag-
ing values (high frequencies) or at long time averaging values
(low frequencies).
c. Height Dependence
A summary of a 6 dependences on time averaging as
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ae vs TAVG (All Sites) (2/7/84 (1000-1700)— Unstable)
Sensor Elevation (Ft)
TAVG 12 54 102 204
15 s 11.8 9.5 9.5 8.9
30 s 14.0 10.8 11.1 10.5
1 m 16.8 12.1 12.7 12.2
2 m 19.6' 13.3 13.9 13.5
5 m 23.1 15.2 - 15.5 15.0
d. Site/Sensor Elevation Dependence
Figures 10 (a-h) /Tables B- (1-8) show site specific
gQ dependences on time averaging for various sensor elevations.
Sites 102, 300, 200 and 301 are arbitrarily classified as
•coastal' sites, with sites 052, 054, and 101 classified as
'inland' sites, and site 055 classified as an 'inland ele-
vated' site. A terrain analysis later in this chapter will
collectively examine oQ differences between sites and
dependences on time averaging relative to each site.
3 . 06 Dependence on Wind Direction
a. General Results
For the case of onshore sea breeze flow associated
with the unstable case, oQ values throughout the terrain gener-
ally appeared to be lower when the wind was blowing from the
north-northwest (280-360°). The predominant winds, however,
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southerly onshore winds prevailing at site 055 and 056.
Table XIII describes the oQ dependence on wind direction for
all sensors and indicates from which direction the predominant
wind was blowing as well.
b. Site/Sensor Elevation Dependence
Figures 11 (a-h) /Tables B-(9-16) show the dependence
of gQ on wind direction for various sensor elevations at
specific sites (* = Predominant Wind Direction) . A terrain
analysis later in this chapter will collectively examine oQ
differences between sites and oQ dependences on wind direction
relative to each site.
4 . a6 Dependence on Wind Speed
a. General Results
The predominant wind speed at all sensors was
2-4 ms with the exception of sensors 101-12 ' and 54 ' and
200-12' and 102' which experienced predominant wind speeds
of 0-2 ms and sensor 200-204' which had a prevailing wind
speed of 4-6 ms . In general, all sensors exhibited a de-
crease in ad values with increasing wind speed. This is
expected since higher wind speeds cause neutral conditions
and lower turbulence intensity levels. Table XIV describes
the oQ dependence on wind speed for all sensors and indicates
the predominant wind speed at each sensor as well.
b. Site/Sensor Elevation Dependence
Figures 12 (a-h) /Tables B- (17-24) describe a0
dependence on wind speed for various sensor elevations at
82
TABLE XIII













4 054-12' 17.5 9.8* 9.4 8.5
5 101-12' 11.1 11.1* 12.6 9.9 7.8
6 102-12' 13.1 9.8 7.8* 8.8
8 200-12' 15.7 135. 15.6 13.2* 11.7
10 301-12' 18.0 24.5 25.1 16.0*
13 055-40' 5.0*
11 052-54' 6.4 7.8 7.5* 7.4 7.1
15 101-54 • 10.1 8.9* 10.0 6.8 6.3
16 102-54' 14.0 13.8* 10.2 30.6
18 200-54
'
10.1 10.8* 13.9 11.0 7.5
19 300-54' 7.7 9.0 7.4* 7.4 9.9
20 301-54 • 13.7 9.5 8.8 10.0 8.6*
22 200-102' 6.5 11.4 11.5* 12.3 6.8
23 300-102' 9.0 10.1 7.7* 5.8
25 301-102' 9.0 8.9 10.4 11.1 7.6*
24 299-204
'
10.5 10.5 8.9* 7.3
26 200-204' 7.0 8.9 10.2* 5.4
27 300-204 ' 9.0 9.4 8.6* 6.5
28 301-204 ' 8.1 13.0 10.9 11.5 7.9*
29 300-300' 6.4 7.6 8.3* 7.7 10.8
Note: Most representative values listed above (aS in degrees)
* = Predominant wind direction
Time averaging 15 seconds

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a 9 Dependence on Wind Speed
(2/7/84 (1000-1700) —Unstable)
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6 102-12' 10.9 6.8* 8.7
8 200-12' 15.0* 9.9 _ -..
10 301-12' 29.1 10.9* . _
13 055-40' 12.4 6.1* 10.5
11 052-54' 11.9 7.3* 4.6
15 101-54' 8.8* 6.4 -
16 102-54' 16.7 10.6* 5.9
18 200-54' 17.8 10.3* 7.0
19 300-54 ' 9.8 7.3* 9.1
20 301-54 • 12.6 7.7* 4.7 3.6
22 200-102' 12.7* 9.2 6.8
23 300-102' 10.1 8.0* 6.2
25 301-102' 12.0 7.0* . 3.1 2.4
24 299-108' 10.4 8.6* 7.2 5.5
26 200-204' 13.9 8.6* 5.9
27 300-204' 10.7 7.8* 6.7
28 301-204' 12.5 7.3* 2.8 1.9
29 300-300' 10.3 6.8* 5.7
Note: Most representative values listed above (a6 in degrees)
* = Predominant wind speed
Time averaging 15 seconds
Wind direction onshore (200-360 degrees)
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specific sites (* = Predominant Wind Speed) . The next section
collectively examines oQ differences between sites and a9
dependences on wind speed relative to each site.
5 . Terrain Dependence
The convective upwelling associated with the unstable
onshore sea breeze flow in this case was most important in
determining the dependence of a 9 on the terrain. Although the
terrain effects were basically masked by the convective up-
welling in this case, slightly lower oQ values were found at
the coastal sites versus inland. This was primarily due to
the presence of the marine boundary layer along the coast
which is accompanied by cooler less unstable air. As this
air moves inland, it is modified by heating and the lower
atmosphere becomes more unstable. This, together with the
rougher inland terrain, contributed to slightly higher inland
values of aQ,
Figure 13(a) summarizes the site oB results for vari-
ous time averages as they relate to terrain characteristics.
Coastal sites 30 and 301 showed relatively constant a0
values with height while oQ decreased with increasing height
at the other sites. The change in oQ with time averaging was
least at sites 102 and 300 and most at the 12' sensor levels
of sites 102 and 301. Coastal site 200 showed oQ values
higher than both sites 300 and 301 at the 12, 54, and 102'
levels
.
Figure 13(b) describes oQ dependence on wind direction









































































































































































































































values for all sites were related to the more north-northwesterly
flow while the highest o9 values were associated with the
more southwesterly flow. Inland sites 52 and 54 showed
the least variation in oQ with wind direction.
Figure 13(c) illustrates site oQ results for various
wind speed categories as they relate to terrain characteris-
tics.- In general , the lowest oQ values were associated with
the highest wind speeds across the terrain. The lowest
values of aO occurred with wind speeds of 6-8 ms at the 54,
102, and 204' sensor levels of site 301. The highest values
of ae (with a data count greater than 10) were evident at the
54' level of site 102 and at the 12, 54, and 102' levels of
site 200. The least variation of a0 with wind speed was
found at sites 054, 101, and 300 while the greatest variation
occurred at sites 200 and 301.
C. STABLE CASE STUDY (2/2/84, 0200-0800)
1 . Synoptic Situation/Mean Flow
The Vandenberg weather in this case study was dominated
by a 1032 mb high pressure center located over southern Idaho
and a thermal trough along the California coast. Figure 14
shows no significant pressure gradient forcing over the central
California coast with the 500 mb jet well north of the area
(over western Canada) . There was no precipitation in the
Vandenberg area.
Max Temp: 50 °F Min Temp: 37 °F
AVG VBG Wind Direction (all sensors) : Offshore (040-160°)
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Figure 14. VBG Synoptic Situation (2/2/84—Stable)
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Figure 15 illustrates the mean flow which occurred
at the various sites and sensors in the Vandenberg area.
Easterly, offshore flow was predominant along the coast due
to land breeze/drainage flow effects. Downslope flow was
apparent inland with southeasterly winds occurring at sites
055 and 101 and southerly breezes at site 014. Site 200
indicated possible channeling in accordance with the persis-
tent easterly flow. The wind directions were generally uniform
with height and higher wind speeds were in evidence at the
higher sensor elevations. Tables XV and XVI list the mean
flow wind directions and wind speeds according to site and
sensor elevations, respectively.
2 . 9 Dependence on Time Averaging
a. General Results
Table XVII summarizes oQ dependence on time
averaging for time averages ranging from 15 s to 5 min . The
a9 values at all sensors at all sites increased as time
averaging increased except at sites 052 and 301 where there
was a decrease in the value of a 6 between the 1 and 2 minute
time averages. Table XVIII shows the average oQ values for
all sensors for the designated time averaging values and the
corresponding increase in their respective standard deviations.
b. Power Law Relationship
As stated before, the power law relationship
examines the ratio of oQ values at two averaging times.
Figure 16 (a) illustrates the relationship between the average
107
TABLE XV
VBG Mean Flow--By Site
(2/2/84 (0200-0800)~Stable)














































































































VBG Mean Flow—By Height
(2/2/84 (0200-0800) --Stable)
































































Sensor Site-Ht 15 sec 30 sec 1 min 2 min 5 min
2 014-12' 9.1 11.9 14.6 17.0 19.5
3 052-12' 12.2 12.8 16.9 13.3 13.9
4 052-12' 11.8 15.7 19.5 23.7 27.3
6 102-12' 4.9 5.8 11.5 15.9 — __
8 200-12' 5.0 5.7 6.6 7.9 9.4
10 301-12' 5:9 7.5 9.0 7.9 9.9
13 055-40' 6.2 6.6 6.9 7.1 7.5
11 052-54' 6.9 8.1 9.1 10.5 11.2
12 054-54' 5.9 7.9 9.9 12.0 15.7
16 102-54' 5.2 5.1 5.3 5.8 6.9
18 200-54 ' 4.8 5.5 6.5 7.7 9.4
19 300-54 ' 4.5 5.0 5.4 5.9 7.3
20 301-54 ' 10.7 11.6 12.0 12.3 12.5
22 200-102' 5.5 6.3 7.2 8.1 9.2
23 300-102' 13.1 13.2 13.3 13.5 13.9
25 301-102' 6.3 7.0 7.4 7.6 8.0
24 299-108' 5.4 6.1 6.6 7.1 9.2
26 200-204 ' 5.9 7.0 8.3 9.5 11.0
27 300-204' 9.1 10.8 11.6 12.4 13.0
28 301-204 ' 4.2 4.5 4.7 4.9 5.2
29 300-300
'
5.7 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.7
Note: Most repre sentative values 1 is ted ab ove ( a in degre
Wind Direction Offshore (040-160 degrees)
Wind Speed 0-4 ms~ (Sensors 2,3,4,6,8,10,12,16,18,
19,22,23,29)
Wind Speed 4-8 ms~ (Sensors 13,11,20,25,24,26,27,28;
TAVG = 15 sec: Mean a0(DEG) =
TAVG = 30 sec: Mean a0(DEG) =
TAVG = 1 min: Mean a0(DEG) =
TAVG = 2 min: Mean a0(DEG) =
TAVG = 5 min: Mean 00 (DEG) =
7.1 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 2.7
8.1 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 3.1
9.5 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 3.9
10.3 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 4.5

































ae vs TAVG (All Sensors)
(2/2/84 (0200-0800)--Stable)
TAVG ae (Peg) S.D. (Peg)
15 s 7.1 2.7
30 s 8.1 3.1
1 m 9.5 3.9
2 m • 10.3 4.5
5 m 11.4 4.9
observed power law value of x (x = 0.16) and the empirical
X value (x = 0.20) . In general, most of the sensors had x
values between 0.07 and 0.22. This figure also shows the
scatter of individual sensor a0 data at each time average and
identifies the mean of the observed oQ values and its asso-
ciated standard deviation for each time average. The differ-
ence between these two profiles gradually increased with
increasing time averaging values (lower frequencies) . The
ratio (ae (T)/ae (15 s) ) vs TAVG is shown in Figure 16(b).
c. Height Pependence
A summary of oQ dependence on time averaging as
a function of sensor elevation is shown in Table XIX/Figure 17.
Table XIX shows a decrease in oQ values from
sensor elevations 12 to 54', a slight increase in oB values
from 54 to 102', and a decrease in these values from 102 to




































ae vs TAVG (All Sites)
(2/2/84 (0200-0800) —Stable)
Sensor Elevation (FT)
TAVG 12 54 10 2 20 4
15 s 8.2 6.3 8.3 6.4
30 s 9.9 7.2 8.8 7.4
1 m • 13.0 8.0 9.3 8.2
2 m 14.3 9.0 9.7 8.9
5 m 16.0 10.5 10.4 9.7
to 5 m time averaging decreased from the 12' levels to the
102' levels and then essentially remained constant from the
102 to the 204' levels.
d. Site/Sensor Elevation Dependence
Figures 18 (a-h) /Tables C-(l-8) describe site
specific dependence on time averaging for various sensor
elevations. A terrain analysis later in this section will
collectively examine oQ differences between sites and a0
dependence on time averaging relative to each site.
3. oQ Dependence on Wind Direction
a. General Results
The predominant wind direction associated with
most of the sensors in this stable offshore land breeze/
drainage flow regime was 080-120°. Exceptions to this in-







































































































































































































































































































































site 014-12' (winds from 160-200°). The lowest aQ values
appeared to be related with winds blowing from 080-120°,
with higher oQ values associated with winds blowing from
120-200°. The inland sites seemed to encounter the greatest
gQ variation with wind direction and the oQ values appeared to
vary with sensor height at all sites except site 200. Table
XX describes oQ dependence on wind direction at all sensors
and indicates from which direction the predominant wind is
blowing.
b. Site/Sensor Elevation Dependence
Figures 19 (a-h) /Tables C-(9-16) show oQ dependence
on wind direction for various sensor elevations at specific
sites (* = Predominant Wind Direction) . A terrain analysis
later in this section will collectively examine a 9 differ-
ences between sites and 00 dependences on wind direction
relative to each site.
4 . oQ Dependence on Wind Speed
a. General Results
The predominant wind speed for all sensors was
2-4 ms with the exception of sensor 200-12' which had a
predominant wind speed of 0-2 ms and sensors 055-40
'
,
052-54', 301-54' 102-204', 300-108, 204', and 200-204' which
had predominant wind speeds of 4-6 ms . In general, aS
values decreased at the sensors as wind speed increased.
Sensors 014-12', 052-54', and 054-54' showed a slight in-
crease in the value of a 9 as wind speed increased and sensor
125
TABLE XX





2 3 4 5
2 1.2 9.1 6.0*
3 052-12' 5.0 14.2* 18.0 .
4 054-12' 25.6 9.0* 29.2 71.9
6 102-12' 12.9 4.3* 4.8
8 200-12' 6.4 4.8* 5.5 14.0
10 301-12' 5.8* 6.3
13 055-40' 7.5 6.1* 5.7
11 052-54' 3.7* 9.0 23.6
12 054-54 ' 8.3 4.0* 18.0
16 102-54' 5.3* 4.6 7.9 16.2
18 200-54' 5.5 4.7* 5.0
19 300-54 ' 3.3 3.6* 6.0
20 301-54 ' 7.3 10.9* 8.2
22 200-102' 6.2 5.2* 7.7
23 300-102' 12.4 13.2* 13.0
25 301-102' 5.6 6.7*
24 299-108' 3.5 5.7* 5.3
26 200-204 • 5.9 5.6* 6.2 2.3
27 300-204 ' 4.7 9.6* 13.8
28 301-204 ' 4.3 4.1*
29 300-300' 4.6 5.5* 6.9 — ——
—
Note: Most representative values 1 is ted above (a
* = Predominant Wind Direction
Time Averaging 15 seconds
Wind Speed 0-4 ms~^ (Sensors 2,3,4,6,8,10,12,16,18,
19,22,23,29)
-1






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































301-54' exhibited a substantial increase in the oB value
as wind speed increased. Table XXI describes the oQ depen-
dence on wind speed for all sensors and indicates the
predominant wind speed at each sensor level as well.
b. Site/Sensor Elevation Dependence
Figures 20 (a-h) /Tables C- (17-24) show oQ depen-
dence on wind speed for various sensor elevations at specific
sites (* = Predominant 'Wind Speed). The following section
examines oQ differences between sites and oQ dependence on
wind speed relative to each site.
5. Terrain Dependence
The stable stratification associated with this case
resulted in lower oQ values, relative to the unstable case,
and more sensitivity of oQ to the terrain features. All of
the schemes associated with this offshore land breeze/drainage
flow regime showed higher values of oQ inland versus at the
coast and more sensitivity of oQ to the terrain features
inland. The coastal oG values appeared to be related to
drainage flow from the mountains to the east. The inland
sites were situated on elevated terrain and consequently
appeared to be under the strongest influence of the land
breeze.
Figure 21(a) summarizes the site a9 results for various
time averages as they relate to terrain characteristics.
gQ values were most uniform with height for all time averages
at site 200, a coastal site located at the mouth of a long
135
TABLE XXI











3 052-12' 13.2 11.9* 7.4
4 054-12' 15.3 10.0* 22.8
6 102-12' 12.9 4.4*
8 200-12' 5.2* 4.7
10 301-12' 7.5 5.9*
13 055-40' 7.2 6.3* 5.3
11 052-54 ' 6.5 6.8* 11.3
12 054-54' 5.1* 5.4
16 102-54 ' 8.2 4.8* 3.4
18 200-54' 5.6 4.6* 3.2 -.
19 300-54 ' 6.4 4.4* 3.5
20 301'54' 5.9 10.7* 12.1
22 200-102' 6.5 4.7* 4.2
23 300-102' 15.2 12.9* 7.1
25 301-102' 6.7 6.2* 8.1
24 299-108' 6.6 6.2 5.5* 4.6
26 200-204 ' 9.5 5.9* 5.1
27 300-204' 11.7 12.6 9.1*
28 301-204 ' 5.2 4.3* 3.6
29 300-300 ' 8.1 5.6* 4.1 2.5
I
*
Note: Most representative values listed above (a9 in degrees)
* = Predominant wind speed
Time averaging 15 seconds
Wind Direction Offshore (040-160 degrees)
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valley, and least uniform with height at inland sites 052
and 054. The oQ values showed the least amount of change
with increasing time averaging at sites 102, 300, 301, 052,
and 55 and they showed the greatest amount of change at
site 054 and 014.
Figure 21(b) describes oQ dependence on wind direction
throughout the terrain. The lowest a9 values associated with
winds from the predominant direction of 040-080° were found
at sites 102-54', 300-54 and 300', 200 (all levels), and
052-12 and 54 ' . The highest oQ values under these conditions
were in evidence at sites 102-12', 300-102 and 204', and
054-12'. The overall lowest oQ values were associated with
winds from 080-120° except at sensors 300-54 and 300' and
052-12 and 54', where the lowest values of 00 were found with
winds from 040-080", and at sensors 301-204' and 055-40'
where these values were with winds from 120-160°. The highest
oQ values were generally associated with winds from 120-
200°. Values of oQ were most constant with height at site
200 and most variable with height at site 054. Sites 300,
200, 301 and 055 showed the least oQ variation with wind
direction while sites 052 and 054 experienced the most
variation.
Finally, Figure 21(c) illustrates site oS results for
various wind speed categories as they relate to terrain
characteristics. The lowest a 9 values throughout the terrain
were generally associated with higher wind speeds. The a
9
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values were most uniform with sensor height at coastal sites
200 and 301. Sites 300, 200, 301, and 055 experienced less
of a ae dependence on windspeed while there was more of such
a dependence noted at inland sites 054 and 014.
D. NEUTRAL CASE STUDY (3/17/84, 0900-1800)
1 . Synoptic Situation/Mean Flow
In this case study, the Vandenberg weather was dominated
by strong postfrontal northwesterly flow associated with a cold
frontal system which moved through the area earlier in the
day. Figure 22 depicts strong pressure gradient forcing over
the California central coast with the 500 mb jet extending
west to east through northern California. Rainshowers were
also in the Vandenberg area.
Max Temp: 66 °F Min Temp: Missing
AVG VBG Wind Direction (all sensors) : 320-360*'
AVG VBG Wind Speed (all sensors) : 8+ ms~
Figure 23 illustrates the mean flow occurring at the
various sites and sensors in the Vandenberg area. Strong
north-northwesterly post-frontal flow (320-360°) was evident
at all sites and at all sensor elevations. Wind speed in-
creased with height at each site and a large range of wind
speed values was apparent between the lower sensor levels and
the higher sensor levels. The 12' sensors recorded average wind
speeds of 6-8 ms while the 300' sensors encountered average
speeds of greater than 18 ms . Tables XXII and XXIII list
the mean flow wind directions and wind speeds according to
site and sensor elevations, respectively.
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Dependence on Time Averaging
(3/17/84 (0900-1800)—Neutral)
TIME AVERAGING
Sensor Site-Ht 15 sec 30 sec 1 min 2 min 5 min
3 052-12' 7.9 8.6 9.0 9.5 9.9
4 054-12' 7.3 8.0 8.6 8.9 9.2
5 101-12' 7.3 8.0 8.6 9.0 9.6
6 102-12' 7.5 7.6 • 8.9 11.0 10.6
8 200-12' 12.1 12.5 12.7 12.8 12.8
10 301-12 812 8.2 8.1
13 055-40' 4.1 4.6 5.1 5.4 5.5
12 054-54' 6.3 6.8 7.1 7.4 7.7
15 101-54 ' 5.9 6.6 7.1 7.6 8.2
18 200-54' 6.6 7.0 7.3 7.4 7.5
20 301-54 ' 10.0 10.6 11.3 12.4 12.7
21 102-102' 4.7 4.9 5.1 5.2 5.3
22 200-102' 5.0 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6
25 301-102' 8.2 8.5 8.8 9.0 9.2
24 299-108' 5.4 5.7 '5 .
9
6.1 6.2
26 200-204 ' 3.7 3.9 4.0 4.2 4.3
28 301-204' 6.5 6.8 7.0 7.1 7.2
Note: Most representative values 1 is ted above (06 in degre
Wind Direction Onshore (200-360 degrees)
Wind Speed 8+ ms '- except for sensors 6 and 8 (4-8 ms )
TAVG = 15 sec: Mean 06 (DEG) =6.9 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 2.1
TAVG = 30 sec: Mean od (DEG) =7.3 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 2.1
TAVG = 1 min: Mean oQ (DEG) =7.6 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 2.2
TAVG = 2 min: Mean oQ (DEG) =8.0 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 2.5
TAVG = 5 min: Mean aO (DEG) = 8.2 Standard deviation (DEG)
= 2.5
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2. oQ Dependence on Time Averaging
a. General Results
Table XXIV summarizes 00 dependence on time
averaging for time averages ranging from 15 s to 5 min. The
00 values at all sensors either increased slightly with increas-
ing values of time averaging or virtually remained constant
with increased time averaging values. Table XXV shows the
general range of a0 values for all sensors and their standard
deviations between 15 s and 5 min time averaging values.
Along with the slight increase in oQ values with increased
time averaging, there was also a slight increase in the
standard deviation of a0 with increased time averaging.
TABLE XXV
00 vs TAVG (All Sensors)
(3/17/84 (0900-1800) —Neutral)
TAVG 00 (Deg) S_.D. (Deg)
15 s 6.9 2.1
30 s 7.3 2.1
1 m 7.6 2.2
2 m 8.0 2.5
5 m 8.2 2.5
b. Power Law Relationship
As stated before, the power law relationship
examines the ratio of o0 values at two averaging times.
155
Figure 24(a) illustrates the relationship between the average
observed power law value of x (x = 0.06) and the empirical
X value (x = 0.20) . This figure also shows the scatter of
individual sensor oQ data at each time average and identifies
the mean of the observed oQ values and its associated standard
deviation for each time average. In general, all sensors
without 'bad' data had x values between 0.0 2 and 0.11 with the
exception of sensor 102-12' which had an x value of 0.16.
The lowest x values appeared to be associated with the coastal
sites with the highest x values linked with the inland sites.
Figure 24(b) shows the ratio of (ae (T)/ae (15 s) ) vs TAVG.
c. Height Dependence
A summary of oQ dependence on time averaging as a
function of sensor elevation is shown in Table XXVI/Figure 25.
TABLE XXVI
ae vs TAVG (All Sites)
(3/17/84 (0900-1800)--Neutral)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
TAVG 12 54 102 204
15 s 8.4 7.2 6.0 5.1
30 s 8.8 7.8 6.2 5.4
1 m 9.3_ 8.2 6.4 5.5
2 m 10.2 8.7 6.6 5.7













































































































































The above table shows a slight increase in
values with increasing time averaging values for all sensor
heights and a decrease in aO values with increasing sensor
height over all time averages. The difference in a9 values
from 15 s to 5 m time averaging decreased slightly from the
12' levels to the 102' levels and then essentially remained
constant from the 102 to the 204' level.
d. Site/Senso£' Elevation Dependence
Figures 26 (a-h) /Tables D-(l-8) show site specific
oB dependence on time averaging for various sensor elevations.
A terrain analysis later in this section will collectively
examine oQ differences between sites and a 9 dependences on time
averaging relative to the sites.
3 . oQ Dependence on Wind Direction
a. General Results
The postfrontal flow associated with this neutral
case resulted in predominant wind flow from 320-360° at all
sensors at all sites. The lowest oQ values were generally
associated with winds from 320-040° with higher oQ values
occurring on either side of this braket (terrain influences)
.
The highest values of oG appeared to be associated with the
lower sensor elevations throughout the terrain. Table XXVII
describes the oQ dependence on wind direction at all sensors
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3 7.7 7.9* 6.3
4 054-12' 8.7 7.2*
5 101-12' 14.1 7.3* 7.5
6 102-12' 7.5 7.8*
7 200-12' 12.1 12.2* 13.5
10 301-12' 8.2*




12 054-54' 8.3 6.2*
15 101-54' 6.4 5.9* 5.6
18 200-54' 6.8 6.6*
20 301-54' 10.0* 7.9
21 102-102' 4.8 4.7*
22 200-102' 5.9 5.0*
25 301-102' 8.2* 5.0
24 299-108' 6.0 5.3*




NOTE: Most representative values listed above (a9 in d(
Time averaging 15 seconds








b. Site/Sensor Elevation Dependence
Figures 27 (a-h) /Tables D-(9-16) show aO dependence
on wind direction for various sensor elevations at specific
sites (* = Predominant Wind Direction). A terrain analysis
later in this section will examine oQ differences between
sites and aS dependence on wind direction relative to the
sites
.
4 . a9 Dependence On Wind Speed
a. General Results
The predominant wind speed for all sensors varied
in this case depending mostly upon sensor elevation. The
12' sensors averaged 6-10 ms , the 54' sensors averaged 8-12
ms , the 102' sensors averaged 10-12 ms , and the 204'
sensors averaged 12-16 ms . The lowest values were asso-
ciated with the highest wind speeds at all sensors and, con-
versely, the highest oQ values were associated with the lowest
wind speeds. The range of oQ values over all sensors and for
all wind speeds was 4-12° and only a modest decrease in these
values was evident with increasing height and with increasing
wind speed. Table XXVIII describes the oQ dependence on wind
speed for all sensors and indicates the predominant wind speed
at each sensor level as well.
b. Site/Sensor Elevation Dependence
Figures 28 (a-h) /Tables D- (17-24) show a0 dependence
on wind speed for various sensor elevations at specific sites






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 9.4 8.0* 6.5
4 054-12' 10.1 7.7* 6.0 4.5
5 101-12 ' 9.8 7.9* 6.5 6.1
6 102-12' 5.7
8 200-12' 11.5* 9.9 8.4
10 301-12' 8.2*
13 055-40' 8.9 8.1 6.1
11 052-54' 12.8 8.2 6.3* 5.1 4.0
12 054-54' 9.2 7.5 5.6* 4.4 3.4
15 101-54' 9.0 6.8* 5.1 4.6 3.9
18 200-54
'
10.2 8.1 6.5* 5.3 4.9
20 301-54' 13.4 11.4* 8.5 5.8 7.2
21 102-102' 8.3 6.7 5.1* 4.1 3.2
22 200-102' 7.5 6.6 5.4* 4.4 3.9
25 301-102' 11.1 10.0* 7.4 5.5 4.5
24 299-108' 7.2 6.5 6.4
26 200-204' 6.0 4.6 3.4*
28 301-204' 11.3 9.2 7.3 5.8* 5.4
NOTE: Most representative values listed above (ae in degree
* = Predominant wind speed
Time averaging 15 seconds
Wind direction onshore (200-360 degrees)
Sensor 6: Predominant WD 4-6 ms
Sensor 13: Predominant WS 18+ ms
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the ae differences between sites and oQ dependences on wind
speed relative to the sites.
5 . Terrain Dependence
Figure 29(a) suininarizes the site oQ results for
various time averages as they relate to terrain character-
istics. In this neutral case, oQ values were between 4 and
12" at all sites/sensors and over all time averages. The
minimal change in a 9 values with increased time averaging
at all sites/sensors throughout the terrain is indicative
of the strong and persistent flow associated with this case.
It also shows that most of the energy is contained at the
higher frequencies or shorter time averages with little
change occurring with increasing time average. The oQ values
over all averaging times decreased with height at all sites.
The relative lowest oQ values were associated with the upper
sensor levels at each site and the relative maximum values
were associated with the lower sensor elevations at each
site. Because of the strength, nature, and persistence of
this flow, there was no significant oQ dependence on terrain
and very little dependence on time averaging.
Figure 29(b) describes oQ dependence on wind direction
throughout the terrain. This figure shows the lowest a0
values to be associated with winds from 320-340° with higher
ae values occurring with winds from 280-320° and 040-080°.
The values of oQ showed the least variation with wind direc-
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with wind direction occurring at sites 301, 052, 054, and
055. 00 values decreased with increasing height throughout
the terrain.
Finally, Figure 29(c) illustrates site oG results
for various wind speed categories as they relate to terrain
characteristics. This figure shows that a 9 does depend on
wind speed in this case but that this dependence does not
vary that much throughout the terrain. The lowest a 6 values
were generally associated with the higher wind speeds at all
sites. For all wind speeds, the oQ values were less than 12
throughout the terrain and less than 6 when wind speeds
exceeded 14 ms . The values of oQ also decreased slightly
with increasing height at all sites with surface roughness
characteristics apparently a factor in this difference.
E. INTERSTABILITY COMPARISON
Figure 30(a) illustrates the differences in the time
averaging power law curves for the three stability cases
studied. The highest oB values were apparent with the unstable
case with the lower oQ values associated with the stable and
neutral cases. The observed unstable profile was closest to
the empirical x = 0.20 profile with the next best fit asso-
ciated with the observed stable profile (x = 0.16) and the
worst fit in conjunction with the neutral profile (x = 0.06).
The neutral case exhibited the largest difference between

































Figure 30(b) /Table XXIX shows an intercomparison of ad
dependence on time averaging between the three stability
case studies. The standard deviations of the aS values are
noted in parentheses.
TABLE XXIX
a0 vs TAVG (Interstability—All Sensors)
TAVG Unstable Neutral Stable
15 s 9.9 (2.7) 6.9 (2.1) 7.1 (2.7)
30 s 11.5 (3.0) 7.3 C2.1) 8.1 (3.1)
1 m 13.6 (3.5) 7.6 (2.2) 9.5 (3.9)
2 m 15.4 (5.0) 8.0 (2.5) 10.3 (4.5)
5 m 17.4 (5.4) 8.2 (2.5) 11.4 (4.9)
This figure/table shows a 9 increasing with time averaging
over all stabilities. The range of oQ values between the
15 s and 5 m time averaging values decreased from unstable
to stable to neutral stabilities. The largest oQ values were
found for the unstable case, lower for stable, and the lowest
for neutral stability.
Figures 30 (c-f) /Tables E-(l-4) highlight interstability
oQ dependence on time averaging for sensors at elevations
of 12, 54, 102, and 204', respectively. Both the stable and
the unstable cases exhibited decreasing oB values from the
12 to the 54' levels, increasing values from the 54 to the
102' levels, and decreasing values from the 102 to the 204'








































































































































increasing height. In the unstable case, the oQ spread of
values over all time averages studied decreased from 12 to
54' and then remained constant with height. In the neutral
case, this spread was constant from 12 to 54', decreased
from 54 to 102 ' , and then was constant up to 204 ' . And in
the stable case, this spread decreased from 12 to 102' and
then increased from 102 to 204 '
.
Finally, Tables E-(5--13) in the Appendix describe inter-
stability dependence on time averaging for sensors at
specific sites. Terrain influences, flow persistence, and
land/sea breeze effects are all evident in this summary.
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IX. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION
A. GENERAL REMARKS
In examining a 9 dependence on various meteorological
parameters at sites located throughout the complex terrain
of Vandenberg AFB, it was apparent that similarity theory-
applied only on a local scale. As a result, each stability
case study was considered quasi-stationary but not isotropic.
The effect of wind speed in each of the case studies was
very important in determining 06 values or turbulence inten-
sities and this effect was found to vary with stability.
The lateral wind fluctuation standard deviation, av, from the
relationship oB - (av/U), was assumed constant with height
in the surface layer. Finally, specific flow regimes were
found to be related with the stability case studies chosen
in this report.
B. UNSTABLE CASE
The unstable case chosen for this study was the longest
and most consistent unstable condition available. The period
of analysis was coincident with an onshore sea breeze regime.
Relatively high ae values (versus those for the stable and
neutral cases) were found for this stability condition and
flow regime. This apparently was due to the buoyancy and
convective mixing associated with this flow. Sea surface
temperatures caused cooling of the lower atmosphere along
201
the coast which, consequently, resulted in a more stable or
neutral atmosphere and implied lower values of 00 relative
to the inland sites. As this air moved inland, convective
mixing became more of a factor and this, together with the
rougher terrain, contributed to higher inland values of 06.
The turbulent internal boundary layer (TIBL) , which often
forms with onshore sea breeze flow and increases in depth
with distance inland, also may contribute to higher values
of oQ inland although all of the towers in this case study
were assumed to be within this layer.
Mean flow directed from the west along the coast and
from the south at sites 055 and 056 appeared to result in
convergence near the inland sites of 101 and 014. An east-
west canyon east of site 200 may have contributed to this-
effect. The variable flow direction with height at site
200 apparently was influenced by terrain effects as it fell
between predominantly westerly flow at site 300 and pre-
dominantly northwesterly flow at site 301.
Various schemes indicated that the largest aS values
were found near the ground (12' level) . There was no major
statistical difference between the empirical and observed
curves (a0 vs TAVG) in the power law study. A certain amount
of scatter did occur in the data, however, because of the
use of different sites in this study (22 independent measure-
ments) and because of the uncertainty in the wind vanes
themselves.
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An examination of a 9 dependence on time averaging re-
sulted in information regarding spectral energy which it-
self is proportional to turbulence intensity. In studying
height dependence, oQ values near the ground (12') were
found to be much higher than those aloft (54, 102, and 204').
The decrease in a0 values from 54 to 204' was not signifi-
cant. As surface similarity laws were assumed -not applicable
at the 12' level, the larger surface values of oQ were
attributed basically to lower wind speeds near the surface.
Site 102 showed a rapid increase in energy from the
higher frequencies to the lower frequencies at the 12' level.
The relatively high amount of energy at this level between
30 s and 2 m averaging time appeared to be a result of flow
around a surface obstacle.
Site 300 along the coast showed a standard spectrum of
energy without topographical influences, under the influence
of cooler marine air. The a 9 values were generally constant
with height and there were only small changes in the mean
horizontal wind speed with height.
Coastal site 20 showed generally higher values of a9
than those at site 300 apparently due to rougher surface at
site 200. Topographical influences, together with the varia-
bility in wind direction with height, resulted in the
relatively high oQ values at the 12' level. The difference
in the oQ profiles with height was caused by the difference
in wind speeds at these heights. This is shown through the
203
relationship 06 ~ av/U, where U is the mean horizontal wind
speed and av is assumed constant with height in the surface
layer.
Site 301 showed uniform profiles of oQ with averaging
time for elevations of 54, 102, and 204'. The large amount
of energy at the 12' level appeared to be due to topographi-
cal influence and low mean wind speeds .r
Inland sites 052, 054, and 101 all showed larger values
of 00 than those at the coast apparently due to increased
roughness. Variation in wind speed with height caused a
larger difference between the 06 profiles at different sensor
levels than was evident at the coastal sites.
Site 055 exhibited unrealistic values of 06 with increas-
ing averaging time apparently due to flow around large
structures in the vicinity of the tower.
Local topography was the most important factor in
examining aS dependence on wind direction. The lowest
values were generally associated with winds from the north-
northwest. With an averaging time of 15 s, small scale
influences determined the magnitude of the oQ values at each
site
.
Site 102 encountered some turning of the wind flow with
height and experienced the lowest oQ values when winds were
from 280-320".
Site 300 experienced more of a neutral stability in the
cool coastal air. The 00 values did not vary much with wind
direction or height and small surface roughness was implied.
204
Site 200 recorded slightly higher aQ values than the
other coastal sites apparently due to terrain effects.
Coastal site 301 showed terrain and eddy effects with
winds evident from all directions. Higher values of oQ
were associated with winds from the east (off the mountain)
.
ae dependence on wind speed was similar throughout the
terrain. The lowest oQ values were found with the highest
wind speeds which were ' associated with the greater heights.
Conversely, the highest values of a 6 were found in conjunc-
tion with the lowest wind speeds. The lower sensor levels
generally recorded higher oQ values due to topographical
effects and low wind speeds. Finally, lower values of oQ
were found along the coast in the cool, neutral marine layer
while relatively higher values were found inland where the
convective upwelling associated with the general instability
of the case study had some effect.
C. STABLE CASE
The stable case selected for this study also was chosen
because of the consistent stability conditions which existed
across the terrain. The period of analysis was coincident
with evening land breeze/drainage flow. Higher oQ values
were found inland where the land breeze had more of an effect
and lower oB values were found along the coast where drainage
flow was evident. Coastal sites 200 and 300 experienced
increasing oQ values with height, apparently due to stable
drainage flow at the lower levels and land breeze influence aloft
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With no significant synoptic pressure gradient forcing
involved with this case study, the mean flow associated with
this time period was well representative of a land breeze/
drainage flow regime. Winds along the coast were generally
out of the east with more variable flow occurring in the
mountainous terrain. Winds at site 301 were from the south-
east, exactly opposite to the daytime sea breeze flow occurring
at this site.
The power law study indicated an observed dependence on
averaging time slightly less than the empirical relation.
The lower elevations experienced higher values of oQ and the
upper elevations experienced lower oQ values. There was a
lower amount of energy at the lower frequencies than in the
unstable case.
As in the unstable case, an examination of a9 dependence
on averaging time revealed higher oQ values at the 12'
level than at the 54, 102 and 204' levels. The high 00
values at the lower levels were apparently due to the lower
wind speeds at those levels.
As in the unstable case, site 102 again showed relatively
high values of oQ at the 12* level between averaging times
of 30 s and 1 m. Flow around an obstacle appeared to con-
tribute to this. The 54' level exhibited a more gradual
increase in oQ values with an increase in averaging time.
Site 300 had low values of a0 at the 54 ' level apparently
due to drainage flow or topography. The relatively high
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values of ae at the 204' level appeared to be a result of
wind shear induced turbulence aloft.
Site 200 showed a uniform oQ vs TAVG profile with height
which is indicative of a steady increase in wind speed with
height. Channeling was also apparent at this site with flow
coming through the canyon to the east.
Site 301 also showed evidence of channeling with very
little change in oQ occurring with increasing averaging time.
Small scale turbulence was also apparent here either due to
drainage flow or topographical influences.
Very little topographical or drainage flow was evident
at site 052. The large value of oQ for the one minute averag-
ing time for the 12 ' sensor appears to be the result of bad
data.
Inland sites 054 and 014 exhibited high values of a0 at
the lower frequencies at their respective sensor levels.
Large topographical influences apparently were responsible
for this. Site 55 showed evidence of shear produced small
scale turbulence due to flow distortion caused by structures
in the area. All of the energy at this site was apparent at
the 15 s averaging time and no significant change in oQ
occurred with increasing averaging time.
An investigation of oB dependence on wind direction
across the terrain revealed no significant a9 dependence on
this parameter at coastal sites 102, 300, 200 and 301. Inland
sites 052 and 054 showed hiqher oQ values with winds from
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the southeast versus east, apparently due to local topography
Site 014 exhibited more drainage flow than land breeze flow
with the predominant wind direction perpendicular to the ter-
rain. Another inland site, 055, encountered persistent flow
from the southeast and appeared to be dominated by land
breeze flow.
An analysis of 00 dependence on wind speed indicated
slightly decreasing a9 'values with increasing wind speed
at most sites. Erratically high values of 00 at low wind
speeds may be attributed to instrument performance. The
lowest 00 values associated with the lower sensor elevations
at the coastal sites resulted from drainage flow. Inland
site 014 did show some a0 dependence on wind speed with
00 values increasing with increasing wind speed. Local
terrain effects appeared to be responsible for this.
Overall, the terrain effects suggested that topographi-
cal elements such as the mountains caused low frequency
turbulence inland whereas the coastal sites encountered
turbulence as a result of mechanical shear production. The
higher surface roughness inland resulted in higher values
of 00 inland versus along the coast. There was also more
00 dependence on wind direction and wind speed inland than
there was along the coast.
D. NEUTRAL CASE
The neutral case examined here also was selected from
a time period of consistent stability across the terrain
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based on Richardson Number calculations. The period of
analysis was coincident with a regime of strong postfrontal
northwesterly (320-360°) flow. In this case study, cQ values
were most dependent on height or wind speed as there was a
significant difference in the speed of the flow aloft versus
at the lower elevations.
Unlike the stable and unstable case studies where
synoptic pressure gradient forcing was negligible, this case
study was totally dominated by synoptic forcing. Wind flow
was consistently from 320-360° at all sites and sensors
during this time period.
The power law study indicated a large difference between
the empirical and observed a9 vs TAVG plots. This apparently
is because most of the energy under neutral stability con-
ditions is contained in the higher frequencies and no signi-
ficant change in a 9 occurs as averaging time increases.
An examination of oQ dependence on averaging time re-
vealed similar plots of oQ increase with averaging time
for the various sensor levels. The flow was persistent at
all levels and any change in oQ with height could only be
attributable to changes in wind speed. The lower sensor
elevations showed more oQ dependence on time averaging than
the upper levels.
An investigation of oQ dependence on wind direction
across the terrain revealed that such dependence did not
exist under these stability conditions. The predominant flow
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at all sites/sensors was from 320-360" and this flow was
persistent and strong enough that very little variation
either in wind direction or in values of oQ was evident.
An analysis of oQ dependence on wind speed indicated
decreasing values of oQ with increasing wind speed at all
sites and sensors. Although there were large differences
in wind speed with height at the given sites, the values of
ae at the different sensor levels were virtually constant at
each site under conditions of constant wind speed. Differ-
ences between cQ values for sensors at the same elevation,
with the same wind direction, and with the same wind speed
were found to be primarily due to differences in surface
roughness. Higher surface roughness values caused higher
values of 00.
All sites showed very little a 6 dependence on either
averaging time or wind direction, due to the strength and
persistence of the flow, although significant oQ dependences
on wind speed/height were observed.
E. INTERSTABILITY COMPARISON
A comparison of the three stability cases studied re-
vealed higher values of oQ for the unstable case than for
either. the stable or neutral cases. The oQ values recorded
under stable and neutral conditions were similar in magnitude,
with the stable values generally slightly greater than the
neutral values. A similar investigation of a0 dependence on
stability was performed recently at a site in New Zealand
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(Wratt et al [Ref. 11]) with a similar trend reported. In
the work reported here, the larger aQ values associated with
the unstable case were primarily due to convective mixing.
Lower oB values were found at the coastal sites (versus the
inland sites) because of the characteristics of the marine
layer atmosphere. The turbulence intensity values found for
the stable case study were significantly less than those
associated with the unstable case. The variations in oB
values across the terrain were primarily due to land breeze
versus drainage flow influences which, in turn, were terrain
related. The neutral case study examined showed a0 values
lower than those found in either the stable or unstable case
studies. Higher wind speeds, normally associated with this
category, were primarily responsible for these lower values.
Variations in a 9 were minimal with respect to time averag-
ing, wind direction, and terrain although differences were
noted relative to sensor elevation which were a result of
a 9 dependence on wind speed.
In addition to the overall cB dependence on stability,
oB was found to be a function of averaging time, wind direc-
tion, wind speed, elevation and terrain within the three
stabilities. The amount of oB dependence on each of these
parameters was dependent upon the given stability/flow regime
a 9 dependence on averaging time was stronger in both the
unstable and stable cases than in the neutral case due to
the suppression of low frequency turbulence under high wind
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conditions. ad was also more dependent on wind direction
in the stable and unstable cases than in the neutral case.
The strong persistent flow associated with the neutral case
was responsible for this lack of dependence. Terrain influ-
ence and surface roughness contributed to the variation in
a0 with wind direction in both the stable and unstable cases.
a 9 dependence on wind speed and height was found for all
three stability case studies with the neutral case exhibiting
the greatest dependence. Surface roughness contributed
primarily to the changing wind speed with height associated
with the neutral wind profile and the changing wind speed,
in turn, resulted in the variation of 06 with height.
00 dependence on terrain was felt more for the stable
and neutral cases than for the unstable case. The convective
mixing occurring in the unstable case appeared to mask the
overall terrain effects. In the stable case, the oQ values
appeared to be more sensitive to the terrain, apparently
due to the suppression of lower frequency turbulence and to
the low wind speeds.
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X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This investigation was an attempt to characterize the
mean flow and the standard deviation of wind direction
fluctuations (aQ) over the complex terrain of Vandenberg
AFB under specified stability conditions. oQ values were
analyzed across the terrain as functions of averaging time,
wind direction, wind speed, elevation and terrain. The
following is a list of assumptions and/or observations that
were made relative to this analysis:
1. Because of the complexity of the terrain, direct
oQ measurements were made rather than applying similarity
theory which, in this case, could only be applied on a local
scale. Each stability case studied was assumed stationary.
2
.
Each stability case studied was chosen solely from
Richardson Number criteria which, in itself, is correlated
with mean flow and turbulence in the atmosphere. The cases
were:
UNSTABLE: February 7, 1984 (1000-1700 hrs)
STABLE: February 2, 1984 (0200-0800 hrs)
NEUTRAL: March 17, 1984 (0900-1800 hrs)
3. The stability cases chosen turned out to be related
to specific flow regimes . The unstable case was an onshore
afternoon sea breeze flow where convective mixing was
important, particularly inland. The stable case, which also
was only weakly influenced by synoptic pressure gradient
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forcing, was an evening land breeze and drainage flow regime.
And the neutral case was representative of strong and per-
sistent postfrontal synoptic flow.
4. oQ dependence on stability ; The largest a9 values
were found for the unstable case with lower values associated
with the stable case and the lowest during the neutral case.
The convective mixing, together with larger eddies aloft
and overall lower wind. speeds (relative to other stabili-
ties) contributed to large oQ values. Stable stratification
causes a reduction in all turbulence scales (smaller eddies)
and lower a9's. Mechanical energy production dominates
buoyancy production in the neutral case as wind speeds
become large and increase with height due to wind shear.
The lowest a9 values were associated with this case due to
suppression of meander.
5. g9 dependence on time averaging : The unstable case
showed the most dependence on time averaging with less
dependence evident in the stable case and the least in the
neutral case due to lack of meander. a 9 values increased
with increasing averaging time regardless of stability.
gB values were more dependent on time averaging at the lower
levels than aloft primarily due to surface roughness and
small scale terrain effects.
6. oQ dependence on wind direction : The unstable case
showed predominant winds from 240-280° with the lowest a
9
values associated with winds from 280-360°. This dependence
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was limited though in that buoyancy masks the terrain effects.
Under stable conditions, the winds were predominantly from
080-120" with the lowest oQ values associated with winds from
that direction. Higher 06 values were found with winds from
120-200*', apparently due to terrain effects. Greater 06
dependence on wind direction was found inland than along the
coast. Strong flow from 320-360° occurred at all si-tes in
the neutral case study I The lowest 06 values were found
with winds from 320-360° with slightly higher values occurring
with winds from directions on either side of this braket.
No significant oQ dependence on wind direction was found in
this case because of the strength and persistence of the
flow.
7. -qQ dependence on wind speed ; a0 dependence on wind
speed was very important in the neutral case where wind
speeds were more variable with height. The stable and
unstable cases showed relatively little 06 dependence on
wind speed, the only significant dependence being at the
inland sites. 06 values generally decreased with increasing
wind speed in all three of the case studies. Predominant
wind speeds were 2-4 ms at all levels in the unstable case,
2-4 ms~ at the lower levels and 4-6 ms aloft in the stable
case, and ranging from 6 ms at lower levels to greater
than 18 ms" aloft in the neutral case.
8. oQ dependence on height ; The unstable and stable
case studies showed much higher values of oQ at the 12'
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level than at the other levels. This presxamably was due
to terrain effects. The stable case showed a variation of
oQ values with height at all sites except site 200 where
channeling was apparent. The oQ values were also found to
vary with height at all sites in the unstable case. The
neutral case exhibited variation in oQ with height at all
sites due to variations in wind speed with height and terrain
effects.
9. oQ dependence on terrain ; All three case studies
showed an increase in turbulence with rougher terrain. The
terrain effects in the unstable case were basically masked
by the convective mixing which, itself, was more dominant
inland. Lower oQ values were found along the coast where
•the cooler marine air induced more of a stable or neutral
stability regime. The stable case showed much more a
9
sensitivity to the terrain, particularly at the inland
sites. Lower aS values were generally found near the coast
where drainage flow was dominant. Land breeze flow further
inland generally resulted in higher a6 values at these sites.
The neutral case showed oQ dependence on terrain due to the
variability of the wind speeds with height which depends on
local roughness
.
Tables F-(l-3) in the Appendix summarize the most likely
oQ values to occur at each site under the given stability
condition. The first three oQ values listed for each site
represent the most likely ad values found from examining the
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schemes involving a 9 dependence on time averaging, wind
direction, and wind speed, holding other parameters constant,
The minimum and maximum values of oQ with respect to wind
direction are listed for each site under given stability
conditions. Finally, the power law values of 'x' are listed
for each site and stability. Abbreviations and categoriza-
tions mentioned in these tables are explained in Table V.
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XI. APPLICATIONS TO DIFFUSION MODELING
Analysis of mean flow and turbulence fields under a
variety of conditions is necessary for current and future
diffusion modeling endeavors. Previous model development
has been primarily based on data collected from homogeneous
terrain areas and from 'a limited number of sites/towers.
Periods of analysis have generally been arbitrary and void
of any particular synoptic relationship.
The work reported here was performed not only as input
for specific diffusion modeling over the coastal complex
terrain of Vandenberg AFB but also as a preliminary effort
to build a data base for a wide range of complex terrain
modeling efforts. Future work with the Vandenberg data will
hopefully result in better predictions of turbulence inten-
sities under given synoptic conditions and results which are
more generic in applicability.
Fully parameterizing the flow and turbulence fields is
a necessary first step for many diffusion models. For exam-
ple. Puff modeling, based on theory suggested by Smith and
Hay [Ref. 12], requires flow and turbulence fields as initial
input for its operation. Turbulence intensity information,
derived from an analysis of a 6 values as was done in this
report, must be representative of the terrain being studied
and the synoptic conditions if it is to be truly useful in
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the diffusion modeling process. Flow and turbulence fields
must also be parameterized for use with Monte Carlo and
Gaussian diffusion models and for validation of 3-D numeri-
cal models. Finally, imbedded models have been developed at
White Sands which analyze flow scales ranging from synoptic
to mesoscale to local site specific to vegetation scales.
This effort needs detailed knowledge on flow and turbulence
on several scales, emphasizing the need for obtaining more
data over complex terrain and under specific synoptic
conditions
.
Improved flow and turbulence field parameterization will
result in improved diffusion modeling and a better under-




























(H: off N. CA coast; L: over
central CA & NW Mexico)
(Trof thru central CA; H; off
NW U.S.)
(H: off NW U.S. & over Nevada)
(H: off NW U.S. & over N.
Arizona)
(H: off NW U.S. & over Montana;
L: over Gulf of CA)
(H: off NW U.S. & over N.
Nevada; L: over Gulf of CA)
(Trof thru N-S CA)
(Trof thru N-S CA)
(Trof thru N-S CA)
(L: over N. CA and Gulf of CA)
(L: over SW Idaho and Gulf of CA)
(front thru Nevada; L: over
S. CA; H: off NW U.S.)
(H: off NW U.S.; L: over S. Nevada)
(H: off NW U.S. & over Idaho;
L: over Gulf of CA)
(H: off NW U.S. & over Idaho;
L: over Gulf of CA)
(H: off Oregon; L: over S.
Nevada & N. Gulf of CA)
(H: off central CA; trofing
thru E. CA)
(front thru central CA; H: off
central CA; L: over Gulf of CA)
(L: over N. Gulf of CA)
(H: off central CA coast; L:
over Gulf of CA)
(H: off S. CA coast; L: over
S. CA & off NW U.S.)
(H: off S. CA coast & over
Colorado; L: off NW U.S.)





























(H: off central CA; L: over SW Ariz.)
(H: over Oregon; L: over N. Gulf of
CA)
(H: off NW U.S.
;
L
(H: off NW U.S. L;
(H: off NW U.S.; L: over N.
(H: off NW U.S.; L: over N.
over Gulf of CA)




(front thru N. CA; H: off NW U.S.
& S. CA)
(front thru N. CA; H: off NW U.S.
& S. CA)
(front thru central CA; H: off NW
U.S.; L: over Gulf of CA)
(H: over Montana; L: over NW Mexico)
(H: off Oregon coast; L: over N.
Gulf of CA)
(L: over central CA & N . Gulf of CA)
(L: over central CA & N. Gulf of CA)
(L: over central CA; H: off NW U.S.)
(L: over central CA; H: off NW U.S.)
(H: off NW U.S.; L: over S. CA)
(H: off NW U.S.; L: over S. CA)
(H: off central CA coast; L: over
S. CA)
(front thru central CA; T.S. off
Baha; H: over Arizona)
(T.S. L: off SW CA; H: over SW Montana)
(L: off Oregon coast; stationary
front thru Nevada)
(L: over Gulf of CA; H: over NW Montana)
(L: over Gulf of CA; H: over NW U.S.)
(H: off NW U.S.; L: over S. Nevada)
(L: over N. CA)
(front approach NW U.S.; L: over
Gulf of CA)
(front thru N. CA; H: off NW U.S.;








































(L: over Gulf of CA)
(L: over S. Nevada & N. Gulf of CA)
J
(L: over N. CA, N. Nevada & N.
Gulf of CA)
(L: over VBG)
(front thru N. CA; H. over E. Arizona)
(L: over N. CA & Gulf of CA)
|
(H: off rW U.S. & over Utah; L: |
over Gulf of CA)
(H: over E. Utah; L: over Gulf of CA)
(H: over S. Utah)
(H: over SE Utah; L: over NW Gulf
j
of CA) !
(L: over N. CA & Gulf of CA)
(H: off SW CA) '
(H: off NW CA; L: over Gulf of CA)
(L: over Gulf of CA; H: over NW U.S.) i
(L: over Gulf of CA; H: over N Idaho) '
(front thru VBG)
(front thru S. CA)
(front thru Arizona)
!(front approach NVJ U.S.)
(front thru NW U.S.; L: over Gulf of CAJ
-1
(H: over NW U.S.; L: over Gulf of CA)
j
(H: over E. Idaho; L: over Gulf of CA)
(front thru N. CA; L: over Gulf of CA)
(front approach NW U.S.; L: over
Gulf of CA)
I
(front thru N. CA; L: over Gulf of CA)
j
(stationary front thru N. CA) i
(staionary front NW CA—SE CA) I
(STR H: over Colorado; L: over '
Gulf of CA)
I
(H: over Utah & Texas; L: over Gulf
of CA)
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11 SW STR (
12 SW STR (
13 WSW MDT (
14 N MDT (
15 NW WK (
16 W WK (
17 W MDT (
18 NNE STR (
19 NE MDT (
20 NW STR (
21 NW STR (
22 NNW MDT (
23 NW WK (
24 WSW STR (
25 NNW STR (
26 NNE STR (
H: over Utah; L: over Gulf of CA)
H: over N. Mexico; L: over Gulf of CA]
H: over Idaho; L: over Gulf of CA)
front thru N. CA; L: over Gulf of CA)
front thru N. CA; L: over Gulf of CA)
front thru N. CA; L: over Gulf of CA)
front thru Nevada; H: off central
CA coast)
H: over NE Utah; L: over Gulf of CA)
front thru N. CA; L: over Gulf of CA)
front thru Nevada; H: over Arizona)
front thru N. CA)
front thru VBG)
front thru S . CA)
front thru N. CA; H: over N.
olorado)
front thru N. CA)
front thru VBG)
front thru N. CA; H: off Baha)
front thru VBG
front thru VBG and S . CA)
H: off E. Utah & off SW CA)
front thru N. CA; H: off SW CA)
front thru N. CA; H: off SW CA)
front thru VBG)
front thru N. CA; H: over Utah)
front thru VBG)
front thru Arizona)
front appr oach NW U.S.)
front thru N.CA)
front thru central CA)
front thru S. CA)











































(H: over N. Nevada; L: over SW New
Mexico)
H: over Utah)
H: off SW CA; L: over Utah)
front approach N. CA)
front approach SW CA)
front thru VBG)
front thru N. CA)
front thru S. CA)
H: off central CA)
H: off S. CA & over S. Utah)
front approach N. CA; H: over SE Utah!
front thru N. CA)
front thru N. CA)
front thru S. CA)
front thru N. CA)
front thru Arizona)
H: over central CA)
H: off central CA coast)
stationary front thru N. CA)
stationary front thru N. CA)
stationary front thru Nevada)
H: over NV7 Mexico)
front thru N. CA)
front thru VBG)
front thru S. CA)
stationary front thru N. & S. CA)
stationary front thru N. CA)
front approach N. CA)
front thru VBG)
stationary frontthru N. CA)
stationary front thru N. CA)

































(front approach NW U.S.)
(front thru N. CA)
(H: over ONT & E. Utah)
(H: over Idaho; L: over Gulf of CA)
(H: over Utah; L: over NW Mexico)
(H: over Utah; L: over Gulf of CA)
(H: over Utah; L: over Gulf of CA)
(H: over Utah; L: over N Gulf of CA)
(L: over N. CA & over Gulf of CA)
(front approach N. CA; H: over Utah)
(dissipating front thru N. CA;
H: off central CA coast)
(H: over Idaho; L: over Texas)
(front thru N. CA; H: over Utah;
L: over Gulf of CA)
(front thru S. CA; H: off Oregon
coast)
(H: over Utah; L: over Gulf of CA)
(L: over Gulf of CA)
(L: over S. Nevada)
(H: over Washington; L: over N. CA
coast & over NW Mexico)
(trof along CA coast; H: over Idaho;
L: over N. Mexico)
(L: over N. CA & over N. Mexico)
(H: over Utah; L: over N. Mexico)
(H: over Utah; L: over N. Mexico)
(H: over Idaho; L: over N. Mexico)
(front thru N. CA)
(H: over Utah & off CA coast; L: over
NV7 Mexico)
(H: over Oregon; L: over Texas)
(H: over Utah & off CA coast; L:
over NW Mexico)
(trof thru NW U.S.; H: over Utah;
L: in S. CA)
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(H: off Oregon coast)
(H: over Nevada; L: over Baha)
(H: over Nevada; L: over Baha)
(H: over Nevada; L: over Baha)
(trof along CA coast; H: over Utah)
(L: off Oregon coast & in S . CA)
(L: off Oregon coast & in S . CA)
(H: over Idaho; L: in S . CA)
(H: over Idaho; L: in Gulf of CA)
(H: over Idaho; L: in Gulf of CA)
(H: off S. CA coast & over Idaho)
(H: over Utah; L: over Gulf of CA)
(H: over Idaho; L: over NW Mexico)
(front thru N. CA; H: over Utah;
L: over Gulf of CA)
(front thru central CA; H: over S. CA)
(front thru S. CA; H: off S. CA)
(front approach NW U.S.; H: over
Idaho)
12 — (front approach NW U.S.; H: over
Utah)
(front thru N. CA)
(front thru S. CA)
(front approach N. CA; H: over Utah)
(front thru S. CA)
(H: off central CA coast; L: over
N. Mexico)
(H: off Oregon & SW Canada)
(H: off Oregon & SW Canada)
(H: off central CA coast & over Utah)
(front thru central CA)
(L: over Nevada; H: off N. CA coast)
(H: over Utah; L: over Gulf of CA)































































(front thru S. CA)
(H: over NE Oregon; L: over Texas)
(H: over E. Idaho; L: over Baha)
(front thru N. CA)
(front dissipates; H: off CA coast
& over Utah)
(H: over Utah; L: over S. Nevada)
(H: off N. CA coast & over Utah;
L: over S. Nevada)
(H: over Washington; L: over S. CA)
(H: over SW Canada; L: over SW New
Mexico)
(H: over Idaho; L: off N. CA coast)
(H: off S . CA & over Idaho; L:
over Gulf of CA)
(H: off S . CA & over Idaho; L: over-
Gulf of CA)
(H: over Idaho; L: off NW U.S.)
(H: off NW CA; L: over N. Mexico)
(front thru N. CA; H; off CA coast
& over Idaho)
11 NNE STR (front thru S. CA; H: over Oregon;
L: over Gulf of CA)
(H: off CA coast; L: over Gulf of CA)
(front thru N. CA)
(front thru S. CA)
(front thru central CA)
(H: off central CA coast)
(front thru central CA)
(H: off central CA coast)
(H: over Utah)
(H: off central CA coast & over Utah;
L: over S. CA)
(front thru central CA)
(H: over Oregon)
































(front dissipates; H: off Washington
& over Arizona)
H: over Idaho)
stationary front thru N. CA; L:
over NW Arizona)
H: off Oregon coast)
front thru N. CA)
front dissipates; H: off Oregon
coast; L: over NW Mexico)
L: over SE Utah)
front thru central CA)
front thru S. CA; H: off NW coast;
,: over Utah)
H: off CA coast; L: over Colorado)
front thru NW CA; H: over Idaho)
H: off S. CA coast & over N.
Colorado)
H: off S. CA coast; L: over central
Nevada)
H: off Oregon coast; L
Nevada & Gulf of CA)
over
H: over Idaho & off S. CA coast)
front thru central CA)
front thru S. CA; H: over N. CA)
front thru central CA)
H: off central CA coat)
front thru N. CA; H: off central
CA coast)
H: off central CA coast & over Idaho)
H: off central CA coast & over Idaho)
front thru N. CA; H: off S. CA coast)
front thru central CA)
front thru S. CA; H: off S
front thru N. CA)































(H: off central CA coast)
(front thru Washington; L: over
Oklahoma)
(L: over NW Mexico)
(front thru N. CA; H: off Washington
coast)
(front thru central CA; L: over
Nevada)
(front thru S. CA; L: over Colorado)
(front thru S. CA; L: over Colorado)
(H: off Washington coast & over
Arizona)
(H: off Washington coast; L: over N.
Mexico)
(H: off central CA coast; L: over
N. Utah)
(H: off S. CA coast; L: over S.
Nevada)
(front thru N. CA; H: off S. CA;
L: over Nevada)
(front dissipating in central CA)
(front dissipating)
(H: off S. CA coast; L: over Nevada)
(H: off S. CA coast; L: over Nevada)
(H: off Washington coast)
(front approach NW U.S.; H: over Idaho)
(fron thru N. CA; H: over Utah)
(front thru central CA)
(H: over Oregon; L: over S. Arizona)
(H: off CA coast; L: over Gulf of CA)
(dissipating front thru central CA)
(front thru N. CA; L: over Arizona)
(front thru central CA)
(H: off Oregon coast; L: over Nevada)


























































front thru N. CA; L: over S. CA)
H: over Washington; L: over Gulf
of CA)
H: off S. CA coast & over S. Idaho)
front thru central CA)
front thru S. CA; H: over Oregon)
front approach NVI U.S.; H: over Idaho)
front thru N. CA)
front thru S . CA)
front approach NW U.S.)
front thru N. CA)
front dissipates in central CA)
L: over N. CA & Gulf of CA)
front thru N. CA; L: over N. & S. CA)
front thru N. CA)
front thru central CA)
H: off Washington coast; L: over
S. ARizona)
H: off Washington coast; L: over
S. Arizona)
L: over S. Nevada)
front thru N. CA; L: over Nevada)
front thru central CA)
front thru N. CA; H: off S. CA coast)
front dissipates; H: off S. CA;
: over Utah)
H: off Oregon coast; L: over Nevada)
H: off Oregon coast; L: over Nevada)
H: off Oregon coast; L: over Gulf of
H: off CA -coast; L: over Gulf of CA)
CA>
H: off Washington coast; L: over
Gulf of CA)
H: off Washington coast; L: over
Nevada)




























(H: off Washington coast; L: over
Nevada)
(H: off Washington coast; L: over
Gulf of CA)
(H: off Washington coast; L: over
Gulf of CA)
(H: off Washington coast; L: over
Gulf of CA)
(H: off N. CA coast; L: over Gulf
of CA)
(H: off N. CA coast; L: over Gulf
of CA)
(H: off N. CA coast; L: over Gulf
of CA)
(H: over Oregon; L: over Gulf of CA)
(L: over N. CA and Gulf of CA)
(L: over N. CA and Gulf of CA)
(H: off central CA coast; L: over
Gulf of CA)
(front thru NW U.S.; H: off central
CA & over Nevada)
(H: over Washington; L: over Gulf
of CA)
(H: off central CA coast; L: over
Gulf of CA)
(dissipating front thru N. CA; L:
over Arizona)
(H: over Washington
(H: over Idaho; L: over Gulf of CA)
(L: over central CA)
(L: over central CA)
(L: over Gulf of CA)
(front approach NW U.S
Gulf of CA)
L: over
(front thru N. CA)
(L: over N. CA)
(L: over Nevada & NW Mexico)
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9 NNW MDT (H: off Washington; L: over S. Nevada)
10 NNW MDT (H: off Washington; front thru Nevada)
11 NNW. MDT (H: off Washington; L: over S. CA)
12 NW MDT (H: off Washington; L: over central
CA)
13 NW WK (L: over N. CA & Gulf of CA)
14 NW WK (L: over N. CA & off SW CA coast)
15 — (L: over N. CA & over Gulf of CA)
16 — (L: over N. CA & over Gulf of CA)
17 — (L: over N. CA & over Gulf of CA)
18 — ' (front thru N. CA)
19 — (L: over N. CA & over Gulf of CA)
20 NW MDT (L: over N. CA & over Gulf of CA)
21 NW MDT (L: over N. CA & over S. Nevada)
22 NW MDT (trof thru central CA)
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APPENDIX B
SITE SPECIFIC a6 DEPENDENCY TABLES
(2/7/84 (1000-1700) --UNSTABLE)
TABLES B-(l-8). oQ vs TAVG for Sites Indicated
TABLE B-1 (Site 102)
• SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
TAVG 12 54
15 s 8.7 12.9
30 s 13.4 13.7
1 m 19.8 . 14.4
2 m 21.7 15.2
5 m 30.6 15.5
TAVG
TABLE B-2 (Site 300)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT]
54 102 108 204 300
15 s 7.9 8.7 8.8 8.6 8.0
30 s 9.0 10.0 10.6 10.2 9.4
1 m 10.1 11.1 12.0 11.6 10.7
2 m 11.3 12.2 13.3 12.6 12.0




TABLE B-3 (Site 200)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
12 54 102 204
15 s 13.6 11.5 11.0 8.5
30 s 15.6 13.3 12.8 10.0
1 m 17.8 15.3 14.6 11.4
2 m 20.1 16.7 15.9 12.7
5 m 22.3- 18.7 17.7 14.5
TABLE B-4 (Site 301)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
12 54 102 204
15 s 19.6 9.0 8.9 9.5
30 s 22.2 10.8 10.4 11.3
1 m 24.8 12.6 12.3 13.6
2 m 34.0 14.2 13.4 15.2
5 m 34.3 16.6 15.3 16.7
TABLE B-5 (Site 052)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
TAVG 12 54
15 s 8.7 7.5
30 s 10,2 8.5
1 m 12.9 9.6
2 m 13.6 10.8
5 m 18.3 12.5









TABLE B-7 (SITE 101)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
TAVG 12 54
15 s 10.3 8.1
30 s 11.7 9.3
1 m 13.7 10.7
2 m 15.3 11.8
5 m 18.9 14.7







5 m __— —
TABLES B-(9-16) . 00 vs WD for Sites Indicated
(* = Predominant Wind Direction)









TABLE B-10 (SITE 300)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
WD 54 102 108 204 300
5 7.7 9.0 10.5 9.0 6.4
6 9.0 10.1 10.5 9.4 7.6
7 7.4* 7.7* 8.9* 8.6* 8.3*
8 7.4 5.8 7.3 6.5 7.7
9 9.9' — —_— ___ _ — _ —
—
10.8
TABLE B-11 (SITE 200)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
WD 12 54 102 204
5 15.7 10.1 6.5
6 13.5 10.8* 11.4 7.0
7 15.6 13.9 11.5* 8.9
8 13.2* 11.0 12.3 10.2*
9 11.7 7.5 6.8 5.4
TABLE B-12 (SITE 301)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
WD 12 54 102 204
5 13.7 9.0 8.1
6 18.0 9.5 8.9 13.0
7 24.5 8.8 10.4 10.9
8 25.1 10.0 11.1 11.5
9 16.0* 8.6* 7.6* 7.9*
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TABLES B- (17-24). oQ vs WS for Sites Indicated
(* = Predominant Wind Speed)








TABLE B-18 (SITE 300)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
WS 54 102 108 204 300
1 9.8 .10.1 10.4 10.7 10.3
2 7.3* 8.0* 8.6* 7.8* 6.8*






TABLE B-19 (SITE 200)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
WS 12 54 102 204
1 15.0* 17.8 12.7*
2 9.9 10.3* 9.2 13.9
3 7.0 6.8 8.6*
4 ____ __ __ 5.9
239
ws
TABLE B-20 (SITE 301)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
12 54 102 204
1 29.1 12.6 12.0 12.5
2 10.9* 7.7* 7.0* 7.3*
3 4.7 3.1 2.8
4 — _.__ 3.6 2.4 1.9

























TABLE B-24 (SITE 055)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
WS 40
11.4* 8.8* 1 12.4
8.2 6.4 2 6.1*
10.7 3 10.5
4
Wind Speed 1.. 0-2 -1ms
Wind Speed 2: 2-4
-1
ms
Wind Speed 3 4-6 ms





SITE SPECIFIC a9 DEPENDENCY TABLES
(2/2/84 (0200-0800)—STABILE)




















TABLE C-2 (SITE 300)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
54 102 108 204 300
15 s 4.5 13.1 5.4 9.1 5.7
30 s 5.0 13.2 6.1 10.8 6.0
1 m 5.4 13.3 6.6 11.6 6.5
2 m 5.9 13.5 7.1 12.4 7.0
5 m 7.3 13.9 9.2 13.0 7.7
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TAVG
TABLE C-3 (SITE 200)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
12 54 102 204
15 s 5.0 4.8 5.5 5.9
30 s 5.7 5.5 6.3 7.0
1 m 6.6 6.5 7.2 8.3
2 m 7.9 7.7 8.1 9.5
5 m 9.4 • 9.4 9.2 11.0
TAVG
TABLE C-4 (SITE 301)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
12 54 102 204
15 s 5.9 10.7 6.3 4.2
30 s 7.5 11.6 . 7.0 4.5
1 m 9.0 12.0 7.4 4.7
2 m 7.9 12.3 7.6 4.9
5 m 9.9 12.5 8.0 5.2
TABLE C-5 (SITE 052)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
TABLE C-6 (SITE 054)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
TAVG 12 54 TAVG 12 54
15 s 12.2 6.9 15 s 11.8 5.9
30 s 12.8 8.1 30 s 15.7 7.9
1 m 16.9 9.1 1 m 19.5 9.9
2 m 13.3 10.5 2 m 23.7 12.0
5 m 13.9 11.2 5 m 27.3 15.7
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TABLE C--7 (SITE 014) TABLE C--8 (SITE 055)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT) SENSOR ELEVATION (FT
TAVG 12 TAVG 40
15 s 9.1 15 s 6.2
30 s 11.9 30 s 6.6
1 m 14.6 1 m 6.9
2 m 17.0 2 m 7.1
5 m 19.5 5 m 7.5
TABLES C-(9-16) . 00 vs WD for Sites Indicated





















TABLE C-10 (SITE 300)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)



















TABLE C-11 (SITE 200)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
12 54 102 204
2 6.4 5.5 6.2 5.9
3 4.8* 4.7* 5.2* 5.6*
4 5.5 5.0 7.7 6.2
5 14.0 _ —_— 2.3
ws
TABLE C-12 (SITE 301)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
12 54 102 204
2
3 5.8* 7.3 5.6 4.3
4 6.3 10.9* 6.7* 4.1*
5 ____ 8.2 ____ __—
—















TABLE C-15 (SITE 014) TABLE C-16 (SITE 055)








4 9.1 4 6.1*









TABLES C- (17-24). 00 vs WS for Sites Indicated















TABLE C-18 (SITE 300)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
WS 54 102 108 204 300
1 6.4 15.2 6.6 11.7 8.1
2 4.4* 12.9* 6.2 12.6 5.6*
3 3.5 7.1 5.5* 9.1* 4.1
4 _—__ —___ 4.6 ___^ 2.5
TABLE C-19 (SITE 200)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
WS 12 54 102 204
1 5.2* 5.6 6.5
2 4.7 4.6* 4.7* 9.5
3 3.2 4.2 5.9*
4 ____ 5.1
TABLE C-20 (SITE 301)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
WS 12 54 102 204
1 7.5
2 5.9* 5.9 6.7 5.2


























TABLE C--23 (SITE 014) TABLE C--24 (SITE 055)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT) SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
WS 12 WS 40
1 6.1 1.
2 9.1* 2 7.2
3 18.6 3 6.3*















SITE SPECIFIC ae DEPENDENCY TABLES
(3/17/84 (0900-1800)--Neutral)
TABLES D-(l-8) . oQ vs TAVG for Sites Indicated
TABLE D-1 (SITE 10 2)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
TAVG 12 10 2
15 s 7.5 4.7
30 s 7.6 4.9
1 m 8.9 5.1
2 m 11.0 5.2
5 m 10.6 5.3











TABLE D-3 (SITE 200)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
12 54 102 204
15 s 12.1 6.6 5.0 3.7
30 s 12.5 7.0 5.3 3.9
1 m 12.7 7.3 5.4 4.0
2 m 12.8 7.4 5.5 4.2
5 m 12.8' 7.5 5.6 4.3
TABLE D-4 (SITE 301)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
12 54 102 204
15 s 8.2 10.0 8.2 6.5
30 s 8.2 10.6 8.5 6.8
1 m 8.1 11.3 8.8 7.0
2 m 12.4 9.0 7.1
5 m _ —__ 12.7 9.2 7.2








TABLE D-6 (SITE 054)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
TAVG 12 54
15 s 7.3 6.3
30 s 8.0 6.8
1 m 8.6 7.1
2 m 8.9 7.4
5 m 9.2 7.7
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TABLE D-7 (SITE 101)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
TAVG 12 54
15 s 7.3 5.9
30 s 8.0 6.6
1 m 8.6 7.1
2 m 9.0 7.6
5 m 9.6 8.2








TABLES D-(9-16) . a0 vs WD for Sites Indicated
(* = Predominant Wind Direction)
TABLE D-9 (SITE 102)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)

















TABLE D-11 (SITE 200)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)












TABLE D-12 (SITE 301)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
12 54 102 204
8 10.9
9 8.2* 10.0* 8.2* 6.5*
1 ____ 7.9 5.0 11.1





































Wind Direction 8: 280-320 degrees
Wind Direction 9: 320-360 degrees
Wind Direction 1: 000-040 degrees
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TABLES D- (17-24). cQ vs WS for Sites Indicated
(* = Predominant Wind Speed)



























TABLE D-19 (SITE 200)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
12 54 102 204
4 11.5* 10.2 7.5
5 9.9 8.1 6.6
6 8.4 6.5* 5.4* 6.0
7 5.3 4.4 4.6
8 ____ 4.9 3.9 3.4*
TABLE D-20 (SITE 301)
SENSOR ELEVATION (FT)
12 54 102 204
4 13.4 11.1 11.3
5 8.2* 11.4* 10.0* 9.2
6 8.5 7.4 7.3
7 5.8 5.5 5.8*
8 ___— 7.2 4.5 5.4
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5 7.9* • 6.8*
6 6.5 5.1
7 6.1 4.6
8 _ ___ 3.9








102-12': Predominant W.S. 4-6 ms























SITE/ELEVATION SPECIFIC oB DEPENDENCY TABLES ( INTERSTABILITY)
TABLES E-(l-4). 00 vs TAVG for Heights Indicated ( Interstability]
TABLE E-1 (12' Sensors)
TAVG UNSTABLE NEUTRAL STABLE
15 s 11.8 8.4 8.2
30 s 14.0 8.8 9.9
1 m 16.8 9.3 13.0
2 m 19.6 10.2 14.3
5 m 23.1 • 10.4 16.0
TAVG
TABLE E-2 (54' Sensors)
UNSTABLE NEUTRAL STABLE
15 s 9.5 7.2 6.3
30 s 10.8 7.8 7.2
1 m 12.1 8.2 8.0
2 m 13.3 8.7 9.0
5 m 15.2 9.0 10.5
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TAVG
TABLE E-3 (102' Sensors)
UNSTABLE NEUTRAL STABLE
15 s 9.5 6.0 8.3
30 s 11.1 6.2 8.8
1 m 12.7 6.4 9.3
2 m 13.9 6.6 9.7
5 ra 15.5 6.7 10.4
TAVG
TABLE E-4 (204' Sensors)
UNSTABLE NEUTRAL STABLE
15 s 8.9 5.1 6.4
30 s 10.5 5.4 7.4
1 m 12.2 5.5 8.2
2 m 13.5 5.7 8.9
5 m 15.0 5.8 9.7
TABLES E-(5-13). 00 vs TAVG for Sites Indicated ( Insterstability)
TABLE E-5 (SITE 10 2;
HT TAVG UNSTABLE NEUTRAL STABLE
15 s 8.7 7.5 4.9
30 s 13.4 7.6 5.8
12' 1 m 19.8 8.9 11.5
2 m 21.7 11.0 15.9
5 m 30.6 10.6
15 s 12.9 5.2
30 s 13.7 5.1
54' 1 m 14.4 5.3
2 m 15.2 5.8
5 m 15.5 6.9
15 s 4.7
30 s ._ 4.9


































































































TABLE E-7 (SITE 200)
HT TAVG UNSTABLE NEUTRAL STABLE
15 s 13.6 12.1 5.0
30 s 15.6 12.5 5.7
12' 1 m 17.8 12.7 6.6
2 m 20.1 12.8 7.9
5 m 22.3 12.8 9.4
15 s 11.5 6.6 4.8
30 s 13.3 7.0 5.5
54' 1 m 15.3 7.3 6.5
2 m 16.7 7.4 7.7
5 m 18.7 7.5 9.4
15 s 11.0 5.0 5.5
30 s 12.8 5.3 6.3
102' 1 m 14.6 5.4 7.2
2 m 15.9 5.5 8.1
5 m 17.7 5.6 9.2
15 s 8.5 3.7 5.9
30 s 10.0 3.9 7.0
204 • 1 m 11.4 4.0 8.3
2 m 12.7 4.2 9.4
5 m 14.5 4.3 11.0
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30 s 22.2 8.2 7.5
12' 1 m 24.8 8.1 9.0
2 m 34.0 7.9
5 m 34.3 9.9
15 s 9.0 10.0 10.7
30 s 10.8 10.6 11.6
54' 1 m 12.6 11.3 12.0
2 m 14.2 12.4 12.3
5 m 16.6 12.7 12.5
15 s 8.9 8.2 6.3
30 s 10.4 8.5 7.0
102' 1 m 12.3 8.8 7.4
2 m 13.4 9.0 7.6
5 m 15.3 9.2 8.0
15 s 9.5 6.5 4.2
30 s 11.3 6.8 4.5
204' 1 m 13.6 7.0 4.7
2 m 15.2 7.1 4.9
5 m 16.7 7.2 5.2









30 s 10.2 8.6 12.8
12' 1 m 12.9 9.0 16.9
2 m 13.6 9.5 13.3
5 m 18.3 9.9 13.9
15 s 7.5 6.9
30 s 8.5 8.1
54' 1 m 9.6 9.1
2 m 10.8 10.5
5 m 12.5 11.2
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30 s 10.7 8.0 15.7
12' 1 m 11.9 8.6 19.5
2 m 12.8 8.9 23.7
5 m 14.0 9.2 27.3
15 s _. 6.3 5.9
30 s 6.8 7.9
54' 1 m 7.1 9.9
2 m 7.4 12.0
5 m 7.7 15.7




































30 s — .— ._ 11.9





TABLE E-13 (SITE 055)
TAVG UNSTABLE NEUTRAL STABLE
15 s 8.5 4.1 6.2
30 s 8.9 4.6 6.6
40 ' 1 m 14.8 5.1 6.9
2 m 19.4 5.4 7.1
5 m 15.9 5.5 7.5
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APPENDIX F
SENSOR SPECIFIC oQ CHARACTERIZATION TABLES ( INTERSTABILITY)
NOTE ; See Table V "Vandenberg Data Binning' for
Abbreviation and Categorization Information.
TABLE F-1 (UNSTABLE CASE)
SENSOR 3 (052-12') ; TAVG 1/WS '1' (on): 8.
WD 7/TAVG '1' (WS '1'): 8.
WS 2/TAVG '1' (on)
:
8.
MIN ae (WD 6)
:
7.
MAX 00 (WD 8) 9
Power Law (x
SENSOR 4 (054-12')
SENSOR 5 (101-12 ') :




MIN ae (WD 9





MIN ae (WD 9





MIN ae (WD 8


















































SENSOR 8 (200-12') : TAVG 1/WS '1
WD 8/TAVG '1'
WS 1/TAVG • 1
•
MIN ae (WD 9)



















WS 2/TAVG • 1
'
MIN ae (WD 9)
















SENSOR 18 (200-54 ')
SENSOR 19 (300-54 ')
SENSOR 20 (301-54 ')




MIN 00 (WD 5





MIN ae (WD 5





MIN ae (WD 9





MIN ae (WD 8





MIN ae (WD 9





MIN ae (WD 7





MIN ae (WD 1













































































SENSOR 27 (300-204 ')
SENSOR 28 (301-204')
SENSOR 29 (300-300 ')
TAVG 1/VJS ' 1 • (on) : 11.0
WD 7/TAVG ' 1
'
(WS •1') : 11.5
WS 1/TAVG ' 1 (on) • 12.7
MIN ae (WD 9) . 6.8
MAX ae (WD 8) 12.3
Power Law (x) .16
TAVG 1/WS ' 1 (on) • 8.7
WD 7/TAVG '1' (WS '1') : 7.7
WS 2/TAVG • 1
•
(on) z 8.0
MIN ad (WD 8) 5.8
MAX ae (WD 6) 10.1
Power Law (x) .14
TAVG 1/WS ' 1 (on) • 8.9
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '1') : 7.6
WS 2/TAVG ' 1 (on) •• 7.0
MIN ae (WD 1&9)
:
7.5
MAX ae (WD 8) 11.1
Power Law (x) .18
TAVG 1/WS ' 1 (on) •• 8.8
WD 7/TAVG ' 1 (WS '1') : 8.9
WS 2/TAVG • 1 (on) •• 8.6
MIN ae (WD 8) 7.3
MAX ae (WD 6) 10.5
Power Law (x) .17
TAVG 1/WS '2' (on) •• 8.5
WD 8/TAVG '1' (WS '2') : 10.2
WS 3/TAVG • 1 (on) •• 8.6
MIN ae (WD 9) 5.4




TAVG 1/WS ' 1
'
(on) . 8.6
WD 7/TAVG ' 1 (WS ' 1 ' ) : 8.6
WS 2/TAVG ' 1 (on) • 7.8
MIN oQ (WD 8) 6.5
MAX ae (WD 6) : 9.4
Power Law (x) .16
TAVG 1/WS ' 1 (on) • 9.5
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '1') : 7.9
WD 2/TAVG '1' (on) ; 7.3
MIN ae (WD 9) 7.9
MAX ae (WD 6) 13.0
Power Law (x) .19
TAVG 1/WS • 1 (on) • 8.0
WD 7/TAVG '1' (WS '1') : 8.3
WS 2/TAVG ' 1 (on) • 6.8
MIN ae (WD 5)
•
6.4
M-AX ae (i^ro 7) 8.3
Power Law (x) .18
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TABLE F-2 (STABLE CASE)






SENSOR 8 (200-12' )
SENSOR 10 (301-12')
SENSOR 13 (055-40 ')





WD 5/TAVG '1' (WS ' 2 • ) : 6.4
WS2/TAVG '1' (off) : 9.1
MIN ae (WD 6) 5.7
MAX ae (WD 4) 19.8
Power Law (x) .25
TAVG 1/WS • 1
'
(off) : 12.2
WD 3/TAVG '1' (WS ' 1
'
) : 14.2
WS 2/TAVG '1' (off) : 11.9
MIN ae (WD 2) 5.0
MAX ae (WD 4) 18.0
Power Law (x) .04
TAVG 1/WS ' 1 (off) : 11.8
WD 3/TAVG ' 1 (WS '1') : 9.0
WS 2/TAVG ' 1 (off) : 10.0
MIN ae (WD 3) 9.0
MAX ae (V7D 4) 29.2
Power Law (x) .28
TAVG 1/WS '1' (off) 4.9
WD 3/TAVG '1' (WS '1') : 4.3
WS 2/TAVG '1' (off) : 4.4
MIN ae (WD 3) 4.3
MAX ae (WD 2) 12.9
Power Law (x) .40
TAVG 1/WS ' 1 "(off) : 5.0
WD 3/TAVG '1' (WS '1') : 4.8
WS 1/TAVG ' 1
'
(off) : 5.2
MIN ae (WD 3) 4.8
MAX ae (WD 2) 6.4
Power Law (x) .21
TAVG 1/WS ' 1 (off) : 5.9
WD 3/TAVG '1' (WS '1') : 5.8
WS 2/TAVG ' 1 (off) : 5.9
MIN ae (WD 3) 5.8
MAX ae (WD 4) 6.3
Power Law (x) .17
TAVG 1/WS '2' (off) : 6.2
WD 4/TAVG '1' (WS '2') : 6.1
WS 3/TAVG '1' (off) : 6.3
MIN ae (WD 5) 5.7
MAX ae (WD 3) 7.5
Power Law (x) .14
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SENSOR 11 (052-54') :
SENSOR 12 (054-54 ') :
SENSOR 16 (102-54 ')
SENSOR 18 (200-54' ) :








MIN ae (WD 2





MIN ae (WD 3





MIN ae (WD 3





MIN ae (WD 3





MIN ae (WD 2





MIN ae (WD 3





MIN ae (WD 3





MIN ae (WD 2















































































SENSOR 25 (301-102') : TAVG 1/WS ' 2
'
WD 4/TAVG '1'
WS 3/TAVG ' 1
MIN ae (WD 3)

















WS 3/TAVG ' 1
MIN ae (WD 2)











SENSOR 26 (200-204 ') TAVG 1/WS '2'
WD 3/TAVG ' 1
WS 3/TAVG ' 1
MIN ae (WD 3)











SENSOR 27 (300-204') TAVG 1/WS '2'
WD 3/TAVG '1'
WS 3/TAVG '1'
MIN ae (WD 2)











SENSOR 28 (301-204') TAVG 1/WS ' 2
WD 4/TAVG ' 1
WS 3/TAVG '1'
MIN ae (V7D 4)











SENSOR 29 (300-300 '
)
TAVG 1/WS ' 1
•
WD 3/TAVG ' 1
WS 2/TAVG ' 1
MIN ae (WD 2)












TABLE F-3 (NEUTRAL CASE)
SENSOR 3 (052-12' ) : TAVG l./WS '3' (on):
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '3')




SENSOR 4 (054-12') :
SENSOR 5 (101-12 ') :
SENSOR 6 (102-12' ) :
SENSOR 8 (200-12'
)
SENSOR 10 (301-12' ) :
SENSOR 13 (055-40 ') :
SENSOR 11 (052-54') :
SENSOR 12 (054-54 ') :
SENSOR 15 (101-54 ') :
TAVG 1/WS '3' (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '3 ')
WS 5/TAVG '1' (on)
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '3' (on) •:
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '3')
WS 5/TAVG '1' (on)
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '2 ' (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '2')
WS 3/TAVG '1' (on)
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '2' (on)
WD 9/TAVG '] • (WS '2')
WS 4/TAVG '1' (on)
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '3' (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '3')
WS 5/TAVG '1* (on)
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '3 ' (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1 ' (WS '3')
WS 10/TAVG '1' (on)
:
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '3 ' (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '3')
WS 6/TAVG '1' (on)
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '3' (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1; (WS '3')
WS (5&6)/TAVG '1' (on)
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '3 ' (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '3')





















































TAVG 1/WS '3' (on) :
WD 9/TAVG '1 ' (WS '3' )
:




TAVG 1/WS '3 • (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '3' )
WS 5/TAVG '1' (on)
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '3 • (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '3' )
WS 6/TAVG '1' (on)
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS ' 3 ' ( on )
WD9/ TAVG ' 1 ' (WS ' 3
'
)
WS (6&7)/ TAVG '1' (on)
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '3 ' (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '3')
WS 5/TAVG '1' (on)
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '3' (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS ' 3 ' ). :
WS 10/TAVG '1' (on)
:
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '3' (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '3' )
:
WS 8/TAVG '1' (on)
Power Law (x)
TAVG 1/WS '3' (on)
WD 9/TAVG '1' (WS '3')
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